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Bush carries new
chemical warfare
theme to Geneva
Tj

weapons known to mankind."
By MICHAEL PUTZEL
"Chemical weapons provide a
Associated Press Writer
sad example ... of past arms
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presicontrol failures," Reagan adddent Reagan on Monday dispated. "In recent years, both comched Vice President George
batants and noncombatants
Bush to a disarmament conhave fallen victim to them in
ference in Geneva with a new
several areas of the world. We
proposal' "to eliminate forever
must move to ban these weapons
the threat of Chemical warfare."
now, but not only their use but
"I'll sure try," Bush promised
Reagan after a White House • also the development, production and possession of them."
meeting with the president and
A 1925 Geneva protocol and a
senior foreign policy advisers.
1972 treaty outlawed chemical
The vice president told Reagan
and biologicial weapons, but
he hopes the trip "will result in a
both pacts lacked enforcement
first major step" toward a new
and verification procedures.
worldwide ban on the use of
The United States announced
poisons against people.
last month it had confirmed
Bush. who spent much of Monreports that Iraq has used
day being briefed- before his
poison gas in its war with Iran.
nighttime departure , for the
The United States also claims
40-nation disarmament conthe Soviet Union has used or supference in Geneva. said the key
plied chemical weapons in
to the U.S. proposal is "effective
Afghanistan and Southeast Asia
verification."
— Charges denied by the Soviets.
In a speech prepared- for'the The administration plan, not
Daughters of the American
yet made public, would
Revolution just before leaving
strengthen existing internafor the airport, bush said,
tional agreements by providing
"Verification has been the
for enforcement and verificastumbling block of past protion; But the Soviets already
posals for chemical weapons
have said it is precisely those
agreements. Existing stockpiles
elements of the U.S. plan that
have to be declared and
make agreement impossible.
destroyed.
Shortly after Reagan an- "Small-scale production — if
nounced
at his April 4 news conpermitted — haito be monitored
ference that he would send Bush
on site. And, of course, there
to Geneva, the Soviet news agen- Tk
must be mechanisms by which
cy Tass denounced the plan as
suspicions of secret possession
"a
propaganda trick the White
and production can be checked
House is going to use to
out. Simple declarations alone
camouflage and justify a proare insufficient safeguards."
gram for the speedy -buildup of Although he gave no indicaIts chemical arms arsenal."
tion that the Soviets a-re willing
- Reagan refuted to answer
to drop their longtime opposition
.Monday when asked about. the
Ao on-site inspections, Bush said,
Soviet allegation, but Bush told
"We hope the Soviets will meet
reporters, "It's a very serious
us half way." ,
proposal and a good proposal
Reagan said, "Our goal is to
and a far-reaching proposal."
eliminate from this Earth one of
the most horrible and terrifying

Air Illinois halts
operations today
CARBONDALE. .111. ( AP I —
Air Illinois, which grounded its
entire fleet for one month amid
an intensive federal investigation of its safety practices last
year, quietly and indefinitely
suspended operations today.
Though top officials of the
airline could not be reached for
comment by.telephone Monday
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gradual clearing
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Tuesday: Tonight calls
for gradual clearing. Lows
near 40. Northwest winds 5
to 15 mph. Wednesday will
be partly cloudy. Highs in
the mid to upper 50s. Northwest winds 10 to 20 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
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357.4
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TOURING VANDERBILT'S FACILITIES
Kentucky's
Secretary of .Labor, Dr. John Calhoun Wells, left, visited the
Vanderbilt Chemical-Vanderbilt Minerals,Corporation while in
Murray today. Wells has directed his department to focus on
assisting industries,such as Vanderbilt, to be able to comply with
OSHA rules and regulations in a c,00perative educationatpro-

gram rather than through the adversarial relationship which
dominated OSHA's policies in the early years of its, existance.
Wells was assisted on his tour by several plant representatives
including Operations Manager Paul Kurz, left, and Mike Wyatt.
president of the OCAW Local 3-879 which represents Vanderbilt's
hourly workers.

.10

Secretary of Labor, Wells, tours
Murray's Vanderbilt Chemical site
Kentucky's Secretary of had a lost-time accident in 140 forts to improve services will in- activity. The Murray area inLabor. Dr. John Calhoun Wells,' days while Vanderbilt Minierals clude a renewed focus on safety cludes Fulton. Hickman, Carliis visiting Murray today to open has a record of 975 days without and health in the workplace. The sle, Ballard. McCracken.
Kentucky Occupational Safety Graves. Calloway. Marshall,
the Kentucky Occupational a lost time accident.
Wells explains that Kentucky and Health Program will in- . Livingston and Crittenden
Safety and Health training conference at Murray State is one of 20 states responsible for crease it educational and train-- counties.
its own occupational safety and ing activities to reach the 7.500
University.
During this We7e-4 and the week
While in Murray, Wells chose health program and he fells the high hazard industries acroSs of April 30, the division of
to visit Vanderbilt- Commonwealth has one of the the state.
_•
Education and Training will atChemical/Vanderbilt Minerals best programs largely due to the
"These courses are an in- fer 12 classes on various
Corporation. His visit to Vander- "strong support from business tegral. part of our efforts to
'specialized topics such as fire
bilt included a plant tour and in- and labor and the serious stand reach high hazard industries
protection.. welding and the
formal meetings with several state government has taken on- across the state." Wells said.
hearing conservation amendplant officials and union the issue."
"There were approXimately ment. The divison also offers
representatives.
,While at Murray State, Wells 132,600 work-related injuries free on-site consultative
serWells says while visiting an addressed Governor Martha
and illnesses in Kentucky last vices- to employers who request
area he picks out a plant that is Layne Collins' recent upgrading
year and 118 reported fatalities. them.
,
"serious about health and safe- of the Kentucky Labor Depart.The number ofinjuries has been sy "Labor and Management
ty" and one where labor and _ ment to a CaKinet-leyel agency.
--reduced since the inception of must'continue to.work together i
management have a • "good "With this increase in status
the _Occupational Safety. and in productive settings like thiS. t.
•
working relationship."
comes an increased responsibili.. Health Programbut we must do one in order to achieve Mutally
If you don't have a good relationship between labor and ty to serve Kentucky's business better — and that is why Wre-iire beneficial goals." -said Wells. 1
"When Labor and Management I
management — you Usually. and workers by providing a good here in Murray today."
Eleven population centers, en- strive- for • Common goals in a
don't have a_ good health and employment en vironnien,t in the.
1.
p bit% all 120' counties.
p.m al
Hig. tlerr are no
safety program," he says.'
"A significant part of our ef- have been targeted for inreased losers. Only winners."
Vanderbilt Chemical has not•

night or today, a recording at
the airline's Carbondale headquarters advised passengers
that it had "suspended all
scheduled operations effective
April 17, 1984."
"Requests for flight information should be directed to
another airline or your travel
agent," the recording said, adding that refund requests should
be mailed to Air Illinois.
In Chicago, a Federal Avia-tion Adininistration-source who
requested anonymity said the
airline would shift down its commuter operations but would
•
, keep its two BAC-111 jets in service for charter operations to
the Eastern seaboard'.
"I would say financial (con- siderations) were the major
blow," agency spokesman Mort
Edelstein said 'Monday night in
A new work-study program is
„ Chicago. Just last month, Edels--icheduled to begin soon in_ Murtein had said Air Illinois was
ray and is expected to be of
"probably a better airline than
equal benefit to employers As
they've ever been."
well as employees.•
The suspension came almost
Murray State University has
exactly four months after Air Ilentered into an agreement with
linois, accused of safety defithe Kentucky Higher Education
ciencies, surrendered its
Assistance Authority to
operating certificate Dec. 15 in
establish a new off-campus stulieu, FAA spokesman John
dent employment program that.
Leyden later said, of having it
will permit eligible students to
pulled. The grounding followed
work in career-related positions
an Oct. 11 plane crash near Pin-.
off campus enabling them to
ckneyville that killed all seven
develop job skills for future
passengers and three crew
employment. Participating
members aboard.
employers will receive an incenThe fatal accident — the first
tive wage reimbursement at the
in Air Illinois' 14-year history —
rate of $1.50 per hour per student
prompted federal hearings that
employed.
raised questions about the
Steve Zea, executive vice
airline's maintenance practices.
president for the MurrayThe FAA subsequently demandCalloway County Chamber of
ed revisions in the company's
Commerce, encourages local
manuals, personnel training and
businesses who employ certain
record-keeping procedures.
skill-level employees to take ad. On Jan. 16, after losing more
vantage of the work-study
than $1 million in revenue, Air
program.
-Illinois obtained recertification
"The progran provides a
of its-two 73-passenger jets, and
'good career opportunity for the
they began flying again. It
students. It . gives them, the
wasn't until March 10,.though,
hands,on expeelence -that is
that the company got two Of its
necessary
in their, search for
19-passenger ttlrboprops
ertsployment," he Says. Zea also
recertified.
adds that the part-time employ-

•

-

MSU employment project coming
MSU students ,who fit the
ment on the work'-study proeligibility requirements may
gram could develop into a fulltime positions for the
become program participants.
participants.
At least 70 percent of the poiLynn Hie-hard. interim directons must be provided by
tor of Cooperative Education
private sector employers. The
and Placement at MSU. says
remainder of the positions can
be in public or private non-profit
"the program -is an outstanding
firms or agencies. MSU cannot .
way to obtain employees that
be an employer.
are interested in the employers
In order tO qualify for the proparticular career field. It's also
gram, students must be enrolled
an outstanding way to help
students finance their
full-time in the semester prior to
education."
the employment term and must
He explains that through the
be progressing toward degree
completion. He or she must be a
program students are eligible to
Kentucky resident and have
work off-campus 20 hours per
financial need as determined by
week while school is in session
-andup to 30 hours per week durprogram guidelines. -(Eligible
ing the summer months.
students are those from family
"This program runs parallel
incomes of tele than $50,000 and
with the classroom." Richard
who do not have other financial
says, "the jobs must be career
aid ,that would prevent their
working.) ,A 2.0, grade point
related."
average is also required.
The program 'Is scheduledto
For more information on
begin May 1 and Richard says
he hopes to have begin receive
becoming an employer particiinquiries sjoon so the•task of mat- - pant call 762-2906nr visit the ofching employers with employee
flee of Cooperative Education
credentials can begin.
and Placement in room, 218 of
Richard says he is hopful that
Ordway Hall.
•
MSU students interested in thee
50 students can be placed in jobs
program should pick up an, apthrough the program -this sumplication in the Office of
mer and next tall. He adds that
employers who alreaay employ. Cooperative Education and

_
Placement beginning
Wednesday. • A part-time employee is being
addVd to the office to coordinate
the- program.

-

Huddleston. BroN%n
apart on debate
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston and challenger John Y
Brown Jr. are standing firm on
their own debate proposals and
appear unwilling to negotiate a
iompromise.
Frank Fox,' Brown's
spokesman, said Brown would
be willing to appearin a series of
four, one-hour debates with Huddleston. The sessions, to be held
between May 11 and the May 29
Democratic primary election,
could be televised across the
state by- commercial stations
with the candidates sharing the
cost of the _Shows:he said. ,
AlsiciMder Brown's plan, Fox
said, the two. candidates would
-appear alone to give the
meetings the flavor of a "true
debate without the presence of a
moderator- or panel of
journalists."
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Australians visit the Murray community
Group of professionals
tour Ledger's facilities

2
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By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
In one of the friendliest invasions in recent history, the
Australians descended on Murray Monday.
-'The six members of the Rotary International Group Study
Exchange Team spent the first day of their Week-long May
here by touring Murray State and local media facilities. Bearing kangaroo pins and abundant good humor, the young professional mates from Down Under seemed to be fully enjoying
_their...experience _Up_O_ver._
"We've very much enjoyed the friendliness and hospitality of
Kentucky people," said Peter McMahon, an attorney. The
group has already been in the Mate two weeks, having arrived
in Louisville April 1. Their tour will end May l2
AccountantDavid Nott said they have felt "privileged" in being able to experience the way KentuCkialw Liv_e. by s ying
the homes of resident families. That has helped them see much
more of Kentucky than Colonel Sanders and the Derby, pointed
out Brett Gorham, a school-careers counselor.
"We've found Kentucky has a heck of a lot more to offer than
just those things." Gorham remarked. "There's been
something new and different every day."
The group has visited Louisville, Elizabethtown, Owensboro.
Madisonville and Ken Lake thus far._ Anita six-week tour of the
western -Kentucky Rotary district. Besides touring business, industry, school and government facilities, they have been spending days with members of -their professions and putting on
programs fOr local Rotary clubs. They'll speak to Murray's
Rotary on Thursday.
Their stay is part of Rotary's international exchange program, which includes both students and adults. Rotary International paid for -their transportation to the U.S., and District 671 ._
funds their:e3trieffre-§Tri
--Ke-rit-Ocky.-At the-difilitTaidifa-their
•
district tour, the group will have 10 days of personal travel
pefare_ returning to Australia.
_
_
•
- Members of the group were picked-by the Rotary district
around Sydney. explained Vernon Gantt, president of the local
Rotary, and Wilson Gantt, incoming district.governor. None of
'Them is a Rotarian except team leader Barry McConville, a *
primary school principal. And except for McConville, 49, all
are-between the-ages of 25 and 35. aseequiredby-Rotery • -- --guidelines.
•
Explains Wilson Gantt,"We try to get-them at a time- when--thehave-esqiblished therriselves professionally..." ''...but are
still impressionable." chips in hikson Vernon. _
"We find people who have not spent a lot of time overseas,"
continues the latter, "We look for people for whom this would
be an experience, an opportunity."
The exchange team also includes Michael Colnan, a police
detective. and Tan Norris, an insurance assistant manager:
In Murray until Friday. group members are staying with the
families of Wilson Gantt, Dr. James Carlon, Ted Vaughn. Rick Jones. Dr. Charles Kupchella and Joe Belcher. ,
On Thursday, their "vocational day." team members will be
at the side of local members of their respective professions.
These will include insurance _agent-Bob Billington, attorney
Kick Jones, Police Chief Jerry Lee and state ponce trooper Joe
Pat Cahoon. Southwest Elementary Principal Ray Dunn, Murray High School counselor Wanda Goughand MSU careers ad.:-viser Bill Albritten.
-- Today the group Was to visit the Paducah river port'and industrial plants, and the Calvert city chemical complex.
Wednesday they will become acquainted with the Calloway
County government and District Court facilities, and with
MSU's agricultural programs.
Monday's tour of MSU and local media outlets gave them
their first real exposure to Murray, and ai good time of it they
had. They made a quick stop at the Community Theater, chatting briefly With Director Hal Park and working up a makeshift
scene onstage using.props from the theater's upcoming production of "Henry IV. Part I." They toured the plants of the MurrayLedger and Times, and the WSJP and WNBS radio
,stations.
True to their roots, they successfully lobbied a WNBS disc
jockey to play a tune by Australian zinger Olivia Newton-John.
Australian arts have enjoyed a wave of popularity in the
U.S.. ranging from films such as "The Year of Living
Dangerously" to the music of Men at Work. Group members
said Australians are aware of a surge of cultural creativity in
their-country. but it's not just a recent phenomenon. Australia
produced the world's first feature-length film..noted Colnan.
Each group member hails from the vicinity of *ydney., a
metropolis-on the southeast coast of more than 3 million people. Only the country's Perimeter is heavily settled, as the
great interior outback is too arid and uncultivatible for signifi-- eant habitation:— —
The country is happy with its current Prime Minister, Bob
Hawke of theLabour Party, group members said. But there, as
in the. U.S.. unemployment is a major concern,
—The MITOOTS.:15tli private-And public. are fiind-ed-bYTedertir
and state.governments. Students are admitted to colleges or
universities on the basis ofexams_after the 12th year, and -admission is highly selective. Others can enter trade schools; 15
is the officially sanctioned exit age from high school. School
sports are strictly intramural.
The group heads to Hopkinsville Friday, and will end up back
around Louisville.
Rotary District 971, which comprises 54 clubs and about 3,100
members, will reciprocate next February by sending an exchange team to the Sydney area. The team will be Selectetl"
from male applicants in the district.

1Productionist Brian O'Neill demonstrates conipositi,t!i procedures.

blis er Walt Apperson shows typesetting equipment.

Jo Burkeen explains the VDT
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Ride, Unda_and Charles pose with the,group before their departure.
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garrott's galley

.No embassy in
Jerusalem

by m.c. garrott

Renovation of old St. Louis rail station
recalls memories for 32-year mail clerk

The Reagan administration can only further set
back its pursuit of peace in the Middle East if it
allows a bill to become law that would require the
United States to move its embassy in Israel from
Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.
Sponsored by Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, DN.Y., and Rep. Tom Lantos, D-Calif., the measure
has strong support in Congress in spite of a serious
constitutional question raised by the president and
Secretary of State George Shultz.
•
That is, that the U.S. Constitution gives the
president, not Congress, the responsibility for conducting diplomacy, including the siting of U.S.
embassies.
•
A more serious problem for the United States
is the international furor that would likely result
if.President Reagan does not veto the expected
enactment.
Moving the embassy to Jerusalem would provoke an outcry of anti-Americanism in the Islamic
world and support Arab charges that the United
States is not seriously interested in a just Middle
East peace settlement.
.
In addition to being a religious city to Jews and •
Christians, Jerusalem is the third holiest city to
Moslems. A U.S. embassy there would jeopardize
relations with such Islamic and traditionally proWestern nations as Turkey, Pakistan and
Indonesia.
_•
•
While Democratic sponsors of the measure '
publicly take the Israeli position that every country has-a-right to decide the location ofits-Capital; their real motive may be to embarrass President
Reagan with Jewish voters in 1984.
The Israeli argument also is countered by
Jerusalem's special status. Although now entirely occupied by Israel, Jerusalem was designated
under the 1947.U.N. partition as an international
city administered by the United Nations. Granted,
Arab countries initially broke the agreement with
a Jordanian occupation in 1948, but very few nations recognize Israeli sovereignty today. Only •
two, Costa Rica and Zaire, maintain embassies
there..
Over the years, the United States has lavishly
supported Israel with foreign and military •
assistance. There is a limit to friendship. It is
wrong for Israel, - and irresponsible --far
Democratic politicians, to seek such a dangerous
move.

My recent column about the up1936 when Mr. Henry went to
St.
coming renovation of Union StaLouis to take a civil service extion, the old St. Louis railway teramination for one of the railway
minal, and the part the Lassiter
clerk jobs. Yesterday was their.
Plaster Company here in Murray
47th wedding anniversary.
will play in it sitrred some
They lived in Cincinnati, Ohio,
nostalgic chords for M. C. Henry of
and in Ashland, Ky.,after that for a
821 Sha Wa Circle.
few years as he made runs between
Mr. Henry retired in 1969 after 32
Cincinnati and Elkhorn City, which
years riding the trains-as a railway-Is -south- -of
-Pikevilk in extreme
mail clerk. He had spent many a
East Kentucky, and to Allen, which
night in the hotel in the historic old
is south of Paintsville, on the C & 0.
station between runs, paying about
Railroad. He would leave Cincin$2.50 a night for his room.
nati at 6 a.m.and not get back until
. He says he made his frist trip to
7 or 8 o'clock that night. .
St. Louis by train in May of 1937_as_
IRO, begat a regiular appointa substitute mail clerk, and that
ment and they moved to St. Louis
time stayed at the old Claridge
where they lived until they moved
Hotel,which was one black north of
to Madisonville in 1947. They lived
'the station.
there until he retired and with him
The next time he made that run,
gone much of the time working the
from- Louisville to St. Louis over
mail on trains between St. Louis
the Southern Railroad, in
and Nashvile. He would work six
September of 1938, he stayed in the
-days and be off for eight.
hotel in the station.
When they quit shipping the mail
After that, he stayed in it many
by train, Mr. Henry worked for
times during something like 23
three years on a highway post ofyears- of sorting rriatlon-trains runfice bus, along with two other men
ning between St. Louis and
and the driver.
Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Henry grew up in Slaughter
Seventy-one years old now, he
in. Webster County. He graduated
laughs when he says the railway
----from what then was Murray State
and bus post'offices are things of
Teachers College in 1934. and two
the past and that he is "one of a
years later, married the former
decreasing number Of people" Who
Virginia Pool, also of Slaughter.
sorted mall on the trains.
In fact, they spent their honey"Most of it goes by plane
moon at 'the old Claridge Hotel in
nowadays," he said,
and

everything is au:omated."
• • •
Brown Tucker, my good
Calloway County Nhistorian friend
out in the Kirksey area, has set me
straight on the Lynn Grove Post Of-\ flee and some of the little community's name changes. And he
has researched it pretty, thoroughly
as recorded down through the
years-in U.S. Post Office files.
The first Lynn Grove post office
was established, he has written
me, as the "Linn Grove" post office with Lilburn. C. Linn as the
postmaster. It opene4 filrbtifsihess
on January 2, 1873.
The office was discontinued July
9. 1974, and the mail routed through
the Murray post office.
"According to a local re-sient who
had-lived most of her adult life in
the community and who was- born
more than 130 years ago, the post
office was named in honor of Mr.
Linn, who owned the building in
which it-was-located-and which was
surrounded by a grove of stately
trees," he wrote.
On June 8, 1886, the post office
Waa_re-established thPre and--named in, honor of Mr. Linn's son, accoding to the. same elderly .local
resident, with James W. Key as
postmaster.
•
The 1880 U.S. Census for
Calloway County lists son C.L. Linn
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under Mr. Lilburn C. Linn's name.
C.L. Linn, at the time the post °lice
was re-established had reached the
age of 17 years. .
• • •
James W. Key was succeeded as
postmaster by Garland W. Key on
January 11, 1890, and he was
itiliow_ed on November 13 of that
same year by Luther Lawrence.
The office then was named the
"Lynn Grove Post Office" on April
16, 1892, at which time W.R.Stokes
became the postmaster five years
and seven months to the day later
on Dec 16. 1897.
Mr. Stokes, however, is said tv
have declined the office, and
Charles N. Crawford became the
postmaster two months later' on
Feb. 28. 1898.
After that. Lynn_ Grove .had six
More- rioitmasterS before Brown
says he research ended on July 1.
1925-. - These and the dates upon
which they were appointed were:
Elotwerf W: Story on Dec. 6. 16
.14:
Charles Story on
-16, 1914;
Earl F. Furches OnlMarch12: 1920:
Pat Black on March 25, 1921: Neely
C.. Wright on.Se_pt. 2..2_1_92.4..,. and _
Harvey E. Ford on June 9, 1925
Brown-insists that the-names and
dates are-official and accurate, so
there were have it - some more
Lynn Grove history and its early
postmasters. •

looking back
_

Talking with Soviets
,Ever since deployment of U.S. medium-range
nuclear missiles in WeStern Europe* began last
December, the American and Soviet governments
have had little to say to each other, and much of
what has been said was scathing. So the mere fact
that the two sides resumed discussions a few days
ago in Vienna on reducing troop levels in Europe
gives cause for some hope, if not confidence.
These talks have dragged on intermittently and
inconclusively for more than a decade, and there
is little chance of a major breakthrough now. But
in the absence of any talks on the far larger issue
of nuclear weapons control, atmospherics take on
an importance of their own.
On that plane, there are at least some encouraging signs. A recent signal from Washington that
President Reagan is prepared to make a•
"dramatic" offer may be no more than an
election-year gambit to make the president look
like a peacemaker, but it at least sets the right
tone. And the apparent U.S. willingness to change
the method of measuring military force levels in essence, by counting the number of units rather •
than the total number of troops - amounts to a significant concession. Soviet acceptance of the
principle of on-site verification of troop
movements Is also a move In the right direction,
albeit an inadequate one. Moscow-still wants to
make voluntary the acceptance of on-site visits,
and only with long advance notification.
All this amounts to modest progress at best, but
in the context of the breakdown of nuclear
weapons negotiations and the failure of the two
sides to resume-talks on banning nucle4r weapons
testing
the latter suspended by the carter administratiOn following the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan - resumption of the Vienna talks
may at least provide some clue about Soviet in7tentions under the new Kremlin leadership. It may
even give the Soviets, not to mention the preS1:dent's American critics, 'some assurance thatRonald Reagan is finally getting serious about
arms control.

tr-;,-•,c

capitol ideas

by bill mc closkey

WASHINGTON (AP - Two prothe length of the show.
.be allowed to mine Nicaraguan
minent senators have started a daiKennedy and Dole pick the
ports?," and "who is to blame -for
ly radio program to give their ideas
topics. The senator who picks the
the unprecedented $200 billion
and their perm:in-all-ties a wider
topic goes first on the program,
deficit?"
distribution.
with its point-counterpoint format.
Dole's first topics were "should
Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., chairKennears first offerings were
we have a flat tax?" and "how'can
man of the Senate Finance Com"do corporations pay their fair
we feed hungry children in
mittee and a potential candidate
share of taxes?," "should the CIA
America?"
for president in 1988 face off five
- tithes
WIffi gen. Edward-M:
Kennedy, of Massachusetts, top
Democrat on the Labor and Human
Resources Committee.
NEW YORK (AP) -7.-1fforts to --macirinei.y anti etiutpinepl, laa
. The program is put together by a
order to expand capacity, Increase
steer the economy in the direction
commercial producer, The Broadproductivity and start new
rates
interest
have
enlower
of
cast Group, which-for 10 years has
projects.
countered a new roadblock.
prepared a wide range "of short
A pickup in,, capital spending is
It seems that. businesses have
commentary and feature prowelcome in some important
developed an increasingly
grams for radio stations and'.
respects. It means increased
ravenous appetite for borrowed
networks.
orders,
and more jobs, in the
money in recent months. Strong-deAfter being-edited by the provarious
industries
that make sotends
creditnatu
to
mand
rally,
for
ducers, the tape is turned over to
called "capital goods."
keep interest rates at high levels.
the Mutual Broadcasting System,
Asa period of economic recovery
Consequently, some economists
which distributesit via satellite toand growth' proceeds, stepped-up
those affiliated radio stations that__ are starting to worry that interest
. capital spending is a normal
rates might not come down
agree to run the commercials it
development. Indeed, in the classic
significantly later this year, even if
provides along with the Dolepattern of the economic cycle,
consumer spending slows and proKennedy commentaries.
.
capital spending is, supposed. ta
gress is made toward reducing the
- Both senators are paid for doing
come in relief of consumer spenfederal budget deficit.
the broadcasts, although neither
ding in the middle-to late innings of
A lot of people have pointed to the
their aides nor th4' Broadcast
recovery to keep the ballgame
a
recent rash of mergers in the oil inGroup would say how much.
going.
increased
source
of
dustry
the
as
Under the syndication arrangeThe trouble now,economists say,
credit demand. They say heavy
ment known as barter, the stations
is that the credit markets are in
finance
these
borrowin
to
g
get the programs free, but agree to
less than ideal Shape to handle
takeovers is diverting credit from
run the commercials the first time
capital-spending demand. The
would
the
do
which
other
areas
it
in
the commentaries air. There is
Federal
Reserve has been holding
overall'economy more good.
also time left for. a local commerdown the supply of money
Yardeni,
Wall
Edward
the
of
Hut
cial 111 etitti- program. After The
available for lending, and the U.S.
Street firm of P-rudential-Bache
first broadcast, stations may
Treasury has been consuming a
Securities,
more
says
there
is
•
substitute a local commercial for
large amount of that supply to
• behind the rise of business borrowthe national one. •
finance budget deficits.
wheeling
the
dealing
a,nd
than
ing
The programs are recorded on
"If capital spending is stronger
of energy financiers.
Capitol Hill in the Senate Recorthan forecast this year. the upward
beginning
year;
the
Since
of
the
ding Studio. SEnators are billed for
pressures on interest rates could
Yardeni said, there has been an intheir use of the studio.
intensify sooner than expected,"
billion
in
more
than
$10
trease
of
Ralph Griffith, director of the
the amount of commercial paper • say analysts at Smith Barney, Harrecording studios, refused to say
ris Upham & Co.
outstandin
g. Commercial paper is
• how much senators are charged for
Yardeni says banks, confronted
a form of unsecured'IOU issued by
the use of the studio, its technicians
with -incieased borrowing by•
companies
brief
1:)eriods.
It
for
is
and the tapes they use.
•
business customers, will have less
not used to finance mergers.
"A' senator books the Studio.
money to invest in Treasury
corporate
borBehind
rush
to
the
comes in and does the show and we '
securities
that finance
row, Yardeni and several other
hand. them _the tape," he said.
deficit. "Some 'might even sell
•
economist
agree,
deVeloPing
s
a
is
"Everybody Who comes in here
their Treasury investments to fund
boom ih capital spending
pays for IL"
business loan demand.' he
business
purchases
buildings,
of
fIe said the charge is based on
observes. .

a woek.

business mirror

by chet currier

the federal.

Ten years ago
Mrs. Julie Lovins, assistant professor of social work. Department
of - Sociology -and Anthropology,
Murray State University. has been
selected as Outstanding Citizen for
074 by Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
of.Woodmen of the World.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Humphries of
1631 Hamilton Ave. celebrated
they golden - wedding -anniversary
-APri1,32, at the hOrne-erftheirson
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Dean
,Humphries: -Dr. Joseph L. ROse, associate
professor. of. political_ gcience at
Nturray State University, hh-s been
elected as secretary;,of-‘the Kentucky Political Science
Association.
Births reported_include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Harris on
April 9 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Dwight Valentine on April 13,
Dr. Glenn C. Wilcox spoke about
"The Communications Explosion"
at a meeting of the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Twenty years ago
Airman Third Class Donald S.
Steffey has completed training at
Greenville. Miss., and now has
been assigned for further training
in the medical service field at
Gunter. Ala.
The Delta Department of the
Murray WOMatTS Club- reeeiVed
the award of Kentucky Public
Health Association for organizalinhin slate which makes greatest
xeontribution-topublie health during
the year at the meeting at •
Louisville: This award was for the
Cancer Clinic at the Calloway
(aunty :Health -Center, promoted
by the Deltas. in Novetriber Wh-en
868 women were given pap-tests for
cervical or uterine-cancer. .
The Westview Nursing Home
now is under construction On. a
seven-acre tract of land on South
16th Street.
Recent births reported-at the--Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Decker, Jr.,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Latirrrer and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Starks.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ward and
children,-Bob and Betty Jo. have
been the gueifS of her mother. Mrs.
W.L. Dyer of Nebraska City. Neb.
Thirty years ago
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court voted to place all road and
bridge employees under social
security at a meeting on -April 14:
The Senior Art Exhibit of James
N. Roberts, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Roberts of Murray. will be
on display at Mary Ed NitCoy Hall
Gallery. Fine Arts Center. Murray
State College.. April 19 to 25.'
•
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. A.Z. Farley and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardie,
Wayne Wilsan is pictured with
the eight &apple taken while
fishing. One of the crappie weighed
six pounds three ounces.
Mr. -Herbert Halpert, Miss
Beatrice 'Frye. Miss. Mattie"
Trousdale. Miss Lillian Hollowell
and Miss floberta Whitnah .par-.
ticipated in the program at
meeting of Murray Branch of
• AAUW at Wilson Hall, Maitray
Sta$e College.
.
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Judy Stahler, Galloway County will receive Master Farm Homemaker Award Wednesdqy_
Whatls-an-energetie, effic-ient —fkwar-4.-along_xab-lite -1.11i. Col..
;late
mthat
lege of Agricultur&fnopersttve
Wialutth with .bachelors and
w;hic h w.e fee-I they ean't
master's degrees in child
Extension Service and the
accomplish."
•
development doing on
dairy
Master Farm Homemakers
The young homemaker notes
farm
" Guild, a national honorary
that each family member has
For starters, she's functioning
organization designed to
household-responsibilities. "My
as a. parther in a Grade A dairy
recognize outstanding farm
family respects me for what I do
operation milking 175 cows three
women.
as a mother and homemaker,"
times dail and caring for and
Only two Kentucky farm
she said, "so they are willing to
feeding 40 -baby cavles twice a
women are named to the guild
be there and help share the'
day.
each year.
•
work."
There's lots more, and Judy
Mrs. Stahler didn't start her
••A
Mrs. Stahler admits that
Stable- of Calloway County says
farm life as a full time farmer
balancing the varied duties of a
it all provides her with a life that
and homemaker. "I worked two
farm- homemaker Isn't an easjr
is "never boring."
years away From thelarrn," she
task. "It does get to be very difA native of Trenton. Tenn., . Said. "but we decided our lives
ficult to balance both when you
Mrs. Stahler settled in Calloway
were too separate, so I became
have to do four to five hours of
County after attending Murray
more involved and we divided
barn work a day. But I enjoy
State University where she met
responsibilities." -keeping-My home and being a
'her husband, Jim: They own a
She considers- herself
full
homemaker. And when you en450-acre farm outside Murray
partner, playing a particularly
joy something; you make time
off Kentucky 121 South.
, important role in the financial
MASTER HOMEMAKER for it."
On the basis .of.her contribul
side of the farm bilinoss
tions to farm and family life, as
She adds, however, that an un"I think the role of the farm Judy Stahler shows the desk set
well as leadership in the cornfinished,joh_dnesult_upsef.her
wife has :banged a_lot since our with the Homemaker Emblem_
muMty.during the- last 16 years.
grandmothers' .time when, the Preantedio her by the Calloway
"I just move it over to the next
Mrs. Stahler has been named to
day. Sometimes it might require
wife pretty much stayed in the County Homemakers Club after
-the --Kentucky Master Farm
house." she Commented. "Now, she was named as one of two - seVerhl days to a
cConapltsh one
.
Homemakers guild.
the wife is most likely the finan- Kentucky Master Farm
simple task, but what's imporShe and Ella Mae Wade of
tant is getting it done and doing
cial manager, doing the book- Homemaker*. She will be
Hardin County will be honored
plannersd
sai
ra
S
hle.
keeping, records and banking." presented a special award at thr.
Wednesday. April 18, during the
Such a
atiudeflxb
is hot
The Stahler farm family in- state mee- tilrgr 'of: the
annual meeting of the Kentucky
an indication of'disorganization
cludes two boys. Jimmy Ray,.12, Homemakers on Wednesday in
Extension Homemakers
_around :the Stahler farm. The
and Jay son, 8. As on most dairy
Association in Louiiville.
_farms, the operation is a family
'
riS
r
d doers.
in order to help them keep their Sthlers are
Mrs. Stahler's family will be
enterprise.
At the beginning of the year,
interest in the farm and their
present also for the award
Explains Mrs. Stahler, "Jim, home. Each year we add one or the Stahlers list all financial
,
_
. ceremony.
and I believe the boys should
two more jobs they are responsi- -obligationa-iiiid Make a thehtfifyThe association sponsors- the
row into farm and home work
ble for completing each day or savings and spending. guide.

a

• -•

ach month—they - re-evaluate
the guide to- keep a close watch
on spending and savings.
They are on the Agrifax bookkeeping system and each month,
Mrs. Stahler records all The expenses and incomes from the
farm. "This helps me keep all of
our _records up to date and I am
always ready for income tax
time,"- she said. "Also, by Keeping monthly records we are able
to plan ahead and meet various
farm expenses and other financial obligations."
Planning litmily work days is
not easy for the young family
because of all the work that
must be done on the farm, said
Mrs. Stahler. "So Jim and I
decide what must be done and
between active farming
seasons, we manage, get the
job done."
One of their biggest tasks was
remodeling their tliree-room
concrete brick home into a
modern nine-room brick farmhouse. Mrs. Stabler drew the
plans for the house and it was
completed in•1972.
She also takes responsibility
for landscape planning and
much of the work. She has a
greenhouse where she grows
spring and summer annualsand.
replacement shrubs, she
manages a small, young or-

chard and a garden which-provides produce for-freezIng and
canning.
An accomplished seamstress,
Mrs. Stahler sews all her husband Jim's suits and all her own
clothes. "My policy is: If I can
make it. I will not buy'it."
In addition to her many farm
and homemaking activities,
Mrs. Stahler uses her degrees in
child development in a formal
setting. One morning each wetk
she teaches four and five-yearolds at a Mothers Morning Out
program at her church.
Church and community activities are important to the
young-homemaker. "IfeeLbeing
active In the community helps
me keep a brighter outlook on
my family life," she said.
Mrs. Stahler is a member of
East Elemenary PTO, serving
on the teachers appreciation
committee. She is vice president
of Dairy Wives Homemakers
Club and a member of the
Friendship "Extension
Homemakers Club. A member
of the Murray Woman's Club,
she serves on the financial committee of her Kappa Department, one of 10 departments of
the club.
Mrs. Stahler also does 4-H
work in the community. -She is a
.(Cont'd on page 5)
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Tennis play- 714 t t1-.sckil' -Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Colintry

Stock
Reduction
Sale

50% off
Keepsake'
Nationally Advertised Prices
for a limited time

FURCHES
JEWELERS
753-2835

Club will play 'Thursday. April 19. at Kenlake
Tennis Center. The group will meet.at 8:30 a:m,
at entrance to Murray-Calloway County Park to
go to Kenlake.
- The tinelip is as follows:- Court One - Kathy
Kopperud. Dianne Buckingham, .Kay Ray and
Leisa Faughn; Court Two - MarthaAndrus, Annette Alexander, Vickie-- -Jones - and Cecilia
Brock; Court Three - Cathy -Mattis, Renee
Wynn, Marilyn_ Germann and Carol Waller:
Court Four - Vicky Holton and Cindy Dunn.

Special event plannecI
113 S. 4th

The priests of the Catholic Diocese including
Fr. Louis Pi,skulaiWilljoln the-Most-Rey. Bishop
.John J McRaith in Celebrating'the Mass of Holy

:
on -Wednesday. April 18, at
the Sportscenter in. Owensboro. Th€•Bishop will
bless oils to be used in administering the:
Sacraments- throughout the Diocese during,the
coming year. The celebration of the Institution of
Priesthood is observed by all priests renewing
their cOmmitment to work with the Bishop
throughout the Diocese. All -are invited to
participate.
•
•()

)1'CU

wiltspeak

Golf event Wednesday
The Ladies' Day golf Tee-Off Coffee will be at
the Murray Country Club on Wednesday, April
18, at 10 a.m. in the Green Room at the club. Officers of the Ladies' Golf for this year are Veneta
Sexton and Virginia Schweitmari, co-chairmen;
Billie Cohoon. • secretary; Laverne Ryan,
treasurer. All interested lady golfers are invited
to attend.

-

Tennis event Monclai-

The Home Department of the Murray
The Ladies' Day Tennis Tee-Off Coffee at the
Woman::: Club. will meet Thursday. April 19, at 2
Murray Country Club has been changed to Monp.m. at the Hub house. -Jo Lovett will present a
I alk and'shift' show on her "Trip to Honduras." 'day' April 23. at 10a.m. in the Green-Room-at the club. All lady tennis players of the club are urged
to be present to sign tip for summer _play. Sue
Overbey and Leisa Faughn are to-chairmen for
An Easter Egg Hunt and Lunch for preschool
ladies tennis play for this year.
_. — •
through sixth grade will be Saturday. April 21, at
11 a.m. -at the Oaks Country Club. Each child
should bring ti--hasket a,nd -six eggs. In charge of -Ayr Eastet Egg Hunt for preschool through
_,arranguinentS- are -Donna Whitfield, chairman, - third grade will be Saturday. April 21, at 9:30
Carolyn Park and Helen Foley.
.a..M. the Murray Country Club.Ila.rry Allison,
.
. _
phatooapher: will be' present to take Cx 6 pic•The 'preliminary ar- tures Of children with the- Easter Bunny for V
ticles of the Peace of Cash. In charge of arrangements are Martha AnAmiens were signed in drus. chairman, Vicki Jones and Cheryl Beamer.
1802.

Oaks club plans hunt.

Murray Club plans hunt--

Personal -Suitslor.Ahe
AVell-tlissect Woinari
T‘so button blazer
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THE FINAL CHAPTER

SPRINGAELD
f

HARD TO
HOLD

LISBON, Iowa (AP)
- Ten-year-old Michael
Striegel is finally able to
eat and drink normally,
8% years after his
tragic swallowing of lye
was written up in Dear
Abby's column as a warning to keep poisons
away from youngsters.
The lye burned the
mouth, esophagus and
stomach of the then
16-month-old toddler,
and until reconstructive
surgery this year,,
Michael had to be fed a
liquid diet through a
tube into his stomach,
his
othey, Betty

Striegel said.
The- big day came
Feb. 27, when Michael
swallowed a swig of
soda.
She was so excited by
Michael's swallow that
she wrote Dear Abby,
telling her about it. Abby,was so happy about
the. swallow that she
didn't even wait to write
Mrs. Striegel back she telephoned instead.
_"She said she just had
to call. She said she was
so happy to hear about
Michael," Mrs. Striegel.:
_ea
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MURRAY
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Furches
Jewelers
113S.4th
753-2835
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A COLUMBIA
PICTURE
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PLUS — SKATETOWN U.S.A. (PG)
-Linda Blair

Petite
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Littleton's—Check and see
for yourself. Our prices reall are
the be,4 in town!

Italian Spaghetti
Special
SIIRPIII U.•

JITLETON3)

OPEN 6:45•START 715

mei yr i.:77.7t
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FRI -SAT -SUN

ADM.
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A hunter of
incredible power
and strength.
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from the Future
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Stahler to get honor at meeting

'Spring Pot Pourri' scheduled
Wittig!,
.0111

The third annual
"Spring Pot Pourri,"
sponsored by the
Calloway County-Public
Library,- Will be on
Saturday, May 5, from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
A library spokesman
said the original purpose,of the "Spring Pot
Pourri".was to capture
the spontaneity of the
European public square
on Saturday morning
when artists, musicians
and farmers display
their talents on the
sidewalks and in the
parks.
The second purpose of
equal importance was to
give the unrecognized
artist an opportunity to
show his work, the
spokesman said.
This year's event
features an Outdoor Art'
Exhibit and Award
Presentation with
selected art works to be
shown .in the library
throughout the month of
May.
The public is invited
to attend and all who
wish may cast a ballot
for their favorite work.
A variety of other activities are being planned to create a festivallike atmosphere that
will appeal to all ages.
Artists who wish to
enter their works in the
Outdoor Art Exhibit
may 'pick up regigra:tion forms at the circulation desk of the
Calloway Public
Library.
Non-professional artists may enter as many
pieces of their work as
'they wish with a 25-cent
•

(Cont'd trim page 4)

Retirees of Local 1068
UAW -AFL-CIO and
other unions will have a
potluck supper at 5•:30
p.m. in fellowship hall of
First Christian Church.

entry fee for each piece.
Registration will be
open until Thursday,
May 3.
Both students and
non -students may
ragister two dimensionil works (watercolor, oil, photography,
etc-.1 or three dimensional works (sculpture,
construction, etc.)
Four $25 prizes will be
awarded, one in each of
the student and nonstudent categories.
Judging will be by
qualified persons. A ribbon and a free steak din.

ner from DeVanti's will
go to the most popular
work as selected by
viewers.
All entries must be
original works by the
exhibitor, and entrants
must present each piece
ready for display, easels
and display stands included. Unframed work
may be exhibited as
"Clothesline Art."
The sale of works is
permissable with each
entry carrying a card
size notation showing:
Title, Medium, Price or
'notation indication "Not

For Sale."
Displayed material
must - fall within the
bounds of propriety in
the opinion of the show
staff to be accepted.
Entries must be
delivered to the
Calloway County Public
Library between the
hours of 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
on Thursday, May 3.
In case of inclement
weather, the exhibit will
be held in the Library
Meeting Room. Persons
may call Gerry Reed,
753-2288, at the library
for further information.

Newborns and dismissals listed by hospital
Census at Murray- 1, Almo; Mrs. Ruby S.
Calloway County Sutherland, Rt. 1,
Hospital for Thursday,. Buchanan, Tenn.; Miss
April 12, was 11,6 adults Susan Jo Pugh, 208 S.
and nine in nursery.
Cherry St.- •
Newborn admissions
Michael W. Darnall,.
were as follows:
Rt. 1, Benton; H. Ted
Baby Girl_Waggoner. Lovett, Rt. 1; Miss
parents, 'Eva and Stacey Y. Sutton. Rt.. 1,
Albert; Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Hardin;
Baby Girl Holt,
Mrs. Barbara Nell
parents,' Lee Ann alid -'Jones,
1, Mayfield;
Jakie, Rt. 2 , Mrs. Renata Ann
GiIbertsville;
'Bogard and baby girlt
Baby Girl Lindamood, Rt. 7;
parents, Cherry and
Mrs. Lovie L. PritJohn, 309 North 16th St.; chett, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Baby Girl Faulk, Mrs. Opal J. Rowland,
parents. Julie and Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. BlanMark, Rt. 1 Springville, che S. Menees, Rt. 4,
Tenn.;
Fulton.
Baby Girl Stambaugh, parents, Lori
Census at Murrayand Mark, 606 Forest Calloway County
Trailer Park, McKen- Hospital for Friday,
zie, Tenn.
April 13. was 104 adults
Dismissals were as and 10 in nursery.
follows:
Newborn admissions
Mrs. Lorene Tiro- were as follows:
mons, Hardin; Mrs.
Baby. Girl Tharpe,
Janet S. Cook, Rt. 4; mother, Vickie, 1104
Dean Morrison, Rt. 3, Depot, Paris, Tenn.;
Martin, Tenn.;
Baby Boy Becker,
Miss Carrie L. parents, Cynthia and
Lovgren, 6k4 E. First Donald, 321 Head St.,
St., Parkville, Mo.; Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Cordelia .Ann
Dismissals were as
Hiter, Rt. 8; Jerry W. follows:
Barnhill, Rt. 3, Paris,
Mrs. Bobby G. Par-Tehn.; rish, New Concord;
Adam R. Jourden, Rt. Tinlothy A. Galbreath,

Tuesday, Aprit17
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GETTING MARRIED?
not ring those wedding bells a few pounds
lighterl-A4-Eket-E-eniter, well show, you how.
And not only will' we help you to lose those extra pounds, but well also show you how to keep
them-off.
Wc., offer private, doily counseling; behavior
modification and lifetime maintenance program
- the natural way.
This Wedding Day, give "le'ss' of yourself away.
Call us today for a free,
introductory consulatotion
•
753-0020
Why

(a)
(a)
C,7)-)

'est

(71-1

CCU
Hwy. 641 N. The Village
Mon.-Fri. 7:0012:30. 2:30, 5:30
-Sat. 10-Noon

(u)

COD

CID

The last weight-loss
program you'll ever need!

(M

CID

(a)

COD

CD

New
Shipment

ELECTROLUX
•Comptetety - rebuilt, new

attachments.•
They don't last long

hoe;

at prices like these

$100
$250
.Also rebuilt Kirby

and other brands
$600
•Complete servicing only

MURRAY VACUUM
201 N. 5th CENTER 759-4494

" A'

..46240
-

•.

'

_

-

DRESS PRINTS

..vc
s

INCLUDING ALL

tif
e-r-tz t

CALICO PRINTS
CHOOSE FROM THOUSANDS-OF YARDS- 45" WIDTH
MACHINE WASHABLE- POLYESTER IP COTTON

paA%.

with Value of $10 or more

LARGE MORALS- SMALL FLORAL'S - STRIPES - CHECKS
PLAIDS - GEOMETRICS - CHILDRENS PATTERNS - ETC.

Tuesday thru Saturday
Name Brands for Toddlers to Teens!

•

NOW
/
1
2

The Youth Center

Opening Monday
April 16 at 6 a.m.

Be! Air Cen ter

"
r
/I -•"''s

••

r6,

t`
e
gir 4

•

REG.
$2.99
YARD

49
YD.

BROADCLOTH

PRINTED
VOILES

COMBED Carron IP'POLYESTER FROM
THIS INTERNATTOPUiLLY KNOWN
BLOUSE AND SKIRT MANUFACTURER
46"IP60"mulles- BEAUTIFUL STRIPES

POLYESTER'COTTON
EASYCARESOPT.SHEERPRINTS
LIMITED PATTERN CHOICE
MAC.IWfEWASHABLE

"LADY HATHAWAY"
BLOUSESSHIRTING

7b

•)1/'

$

PRICE

,

753-1795

6

-•

CCD

CCD

•

Ruth or Carolina
Quiltex
Levi
Health-Tex
Jack Tar
Calvin Klein
'Ocean Pacific
Christian Dior
Much Morel

Virginia's Restaurant. . .

COD

— • ti•
i.F.s•Ngsr
,../....f_r&i
,
St,t•
felp.74447,.
j
.

I .4
P4•

Introducing...
VIRGINIA'S 67 '
RESTAURANT!

Featuring!
_.
•Menu Breakfasts From 6 a In —10 a.in.-,
•Smorgasboard Lunch. 11 a.m. to 3 p.m
•Smorgasboard Dinner 4 p.m ,Ito 9 p rir
Open Sundays 1 am to 8 pill • _
. Virginia has worked as a waitress for 23
Years in -Murray and she invites-all of her
. ft:lends and former customer,
: to vjay-

Front Porch Swing is
scheduled,to meet at 7
p.m. at First Christian
Church.
_
Hazel -warn-airs ,Club
Calloway 'County is scheduled to meet at 7
Association for Retard-, p.m.
ed Citizens will meet at
7 p.m. in &Room 210,
Men'sNpage_
ight will
Sta
—g-Sp e to r - Edurst-11511-"7"--€)
(Vt'd on
Murray High FHA
Awards Banquet will be
at 6:30 p.m. at cafeteria
of,high_sehool,

t"•

5

753-2769

Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star.. will meet
at 7:30 p.m. bt lodge
hall.

, Murray Business and
Professional Women
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Seven Seas Restaurant.

Revelation Seminar
will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Holiday Inn.

••• A •

Thursday. April 19
Building, Murray State_
-University.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK

A Special Time To Share The
Message Of Hope And Triumph

.11 henpu wont to share wur heart and Gad'i love-

Wadesboro
Homembkers Club will
meet at 1 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

?k

43
CAFq 1

•

•

Emergency
preparedness
demonstration will be
open to the public at 7:30
p.m. at Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day
Saints.

SI"

•

Thursday, April 19
F.

p.m. in Robert
Johnson Theatre.

Round and square
will be from
dancing
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly.' 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Club will meet at 7 p.m. Grove Roller RinitT'
at Health Center.
St. John's Episcopal
Murray Assembly No. Church - will have Holy
19 Order of the Rainbow Eucharist service at 7
for Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at chunrch.
p.m. at lodge hall.
Wednesday, April 18
----Murray Optimist Club
Bake sale and tea
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at room will open at 8 a.m.
Homeplace Family at First Presbyterian
Restaurant.
Church with the Women
as hostesses.
Murray Toastmasters
Club will meet at 6:59
TN. Williams Chapter
p.m. at Western Sizzlin of the United Daughters
Restaurant. For infor- of the Confederacy will
mation call 759-9926.
meet at 1;30 p.m. with
Mrs. William Major.
Murray Area Council
of International
Hazel and Douglas
-Reading Association Centers will be open
will meet at 4 p.m. in from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Room 341, Special for activities by senior
Education Building, citizens. Murray State
University,
Second night .of Murray State . University
Alcoholics Theatre dance concert
Anonymous will meet at will be at 8 p.m. in
8 p.m. in western por- Robert E. _Johnson
tion of Livestock and Theatre.
Expesition Center.
Pi Sigma Alpha Video
Murray Moose Lodge Festival.will pl'esent a
will meet at 8 p.m. for free film, "The Ugly
installation of officers American," at 8 p.m. in
with officers to meet at 7 Barkley Lecture Room,
p.m.
Curris Center, Murray
State University. ,
Parents Anonymous
will' meet at 6:30 p.m.
Holy Eucharist serFor information call vice will be at 7 p.m. at
762-2504, 753-4126, St. John's Episcopal
753-8987 or 762-2667.
Church. .
Group III of CWF of
Youth Group of First
First Christian Church, Presbyterian Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at will meet at 6:30- p.m.
home of Mrs. Darrel
McFerron.
Ladies' Day Golf T”off Coffee will be at 10
Memorial .Baptist a.m. in the Green room
Church will have a chur- of Murray Country
chwide skating event Club.
from 8 to 10 p.m.
Ladies day events at
Music Department of Oaks Country Club will
Murray Woman's Club include bridge at 9:30
is scheduled to meet at am. and luncheon at
7:30 p.m. at club house. noon.

410 Windhaven, Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mayfield; Edgar P. Mrs. June Warden
Parks„ 1011 Westgate Smith, 1709 W. Olive;
Dr.;
Mrs. Estella M. Ross,
Steven W. Bell, Rt. 1, Rt. 2; Curtis R. Brooks,
Almo; Mrs. Darryel J. Rt. I","Farmington; Ellis
Lee, 1616 College Farm R. Paschall, Rt. 4;
Rd.; Henry Nelson
Mrs. Carolyn J. CarBlalock, 1614 Chaucer;• roll, Rt. 7; Mrs. Bruna
Mrs. Kathy A. Ruiz (expired) Rt. 5;
Howard. R-t..7 , Hilton L. Hale (expired)
Mayfield; Euel D. 900 Coldwater Rd.
Burkeen, 1004 Payne.
•
St.; Boyd A. Clinard, Rt.
5, Martin, Tenn.;
Mrs. Teresa J.
Manley and baby boy.
Rt. 7, Benton; Benjamin
Best-selling records of
R. Gresham, 902 Main the week of April 15 basSt.; Miss Terri L. ed on tashbox
Fowler, Rt. 2. Mayfield; magazine's nationwide
• John D. Jones. Rt. 1, - survey were as follows:
Almo; Mrs. Mary M.
'1."Footloose." Kenny
Edmonds, Rt. 2; Harry Loggins
S. Gibson, 1023 South
2."Against All Odds,"
10th St., Mayfield;
Terri Taylor Vancil
Phil Collins
Mrs. Esther Mc 3."Somebody's Wat- will present a senior
Callon, Rt. 1; Mrs. ching Me," Rockwell
voice recital at 8 p.m. in
Lucille B. Flannery,
4."Eat it," Weird Al Farrell Recital Hall,
Fern Terrace Lodge; Yankovic
Fine Arts Center, MurMrs. Anne M. Morrison,
5."Here Comes The ray State University.
Rt. 2;
Rain," Eurythmics
Murray State UniverMrs. Josephine N.
6."Jump," Van Haien
Johnston, 1 707
7."Hold Me Now," .sity Theatre will present
a dance concer"V at 8
Audubon; Jimmy D. The Thompson Twins

Top records
week listed

member of the Extension
district.board.
Comments Mrs. Stable,
r "We
are always striving to better our
lives and the lives of others."

Corning comm unity events 4.113110LInced
North Calloway
Elementary School FTC
will meet at 7 p.m. in the
school gym.

If

the area 4-H council,
She is a county family life
chairman for Extension
Homemakers, secretary of the
Extension Council and

leader of the East Winners 4-H
Club, vice president of the county 4-H council and a member of

Tuesday, April 17

PLANNING EVENT - Shown planning this year's "Spring Pot Pourri" to
be. May :1 at Calloway County Public library are, from left, Richard
Jackson. Gerry Reed, Larrip Clark, Rob Crenshaw, Lou Ann Philpot, Sue
Parsons (coordinator) and Mug Rigsby. Not pictured are Karen Reyd,
Elaine Johnson, Margaret Trevathan and Paula Compton.
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Is both tasteless and thoughtless.

Hodges likes `Shield' emierience
Susanna Hod" of
Frankfort. a junior at
Murray State University, believes that a student can sometimes
learn more from practical *Xperience than
from the classroom.
She is presently
editor-in-chief of The
Shield, the university_
yearbook. For the
previous two years, she
served as classes editor
of the publication.
As editor-in-chief, she
plans the format, design
and specifications for
the---yearbook— --and-Susanna Hodges
manages a staff of 15
students.
with people," she said.
-"I've learned more in
Miss Hodges,
this office than I could daughter -of Mr. and
ever learn
Mrs. Robert Hodges,
classroom. I've learned plans-to-be-the-yearbook
to manage and work editor again next year.
•

Her major fields of
study at Murray State
are printing management and advertising.
She is also a staff
altrilber of The Murray
State News, the campus
newspaer, where she is
involved with the design
and production of weekly advertisements.
In order to broaden
her education, she has
applied her skills to
other areas on campus.
Working with the Student Government
Association, Miss
Hodges was responsible
for the.layout, advertising and design of the
1983-84 campus
telephone directory.
Last spring, she served.as publicity chairperson' for the University

Center Board (UCB)..In
that position, she plannd
publicity for UCH sponsored events.
Her honors include a
Board of Regents
Scholarship and a College of Industry and
Techno'logy
Scholarship.
Mis Hodges is involv,
ed in several campus
activites, including Ep
siton Pi Tau honor
fraternity, student
senate, Alpha Sigma
Alpha social sorority
and Little Sisters of the
Shield and Diamond of
Pi Kappa Alpha social
fraternity.'
Although her future
plans are still uncertain,
site hopes someday to be
the head of a magazine
art department.

Congressional scholar is lecturer
_

Dr, Richard F. Fenno
Jr., a nationally
Nrecognized scholar on
the Congress and the
presidency, will deliver
the annual Harry Lee
Waterfield Distinguish.
ed Lecture at Murray
State • University on
Thursday evening, April
19...
Scheduled at 8 p.m. in
the auditorium of the
Wrattter West Kentucky
Museum, the, lecture
_sponsored_ by
Department of PoliticalSelen-cei and Legal
Studies is titled "Runningfor President. 1984"
It is open to the public
at no admission charge.•
Fenno. a professor of
political science at the
Uni_versity of
Rochester, is the author
of a number of books
and articles, -including
"The Power of the
Purse," ''The -President's Cabinet" and
''Congress and
Amerin.'s Fitt Vire.'
He earned the doctora,te at Harvard

Is.

State and former
member of the board of
regents.

DEAR ABBY: In the case of the mother-in-law whose
see. is dead, his widow should be introduced as "my
former daughter-inlaw." That will tell the whole story.
In other words, the person to whom the introduction is
being made will understand that the womap's son is
died—not divorced.
An -et"is divorced, if"former is due to death.
You're welcome.
--A FAN IN MONTANA

By Abigail Van Buren

Irritated Mom Wants People
To Think Before They Speak
DEAR ABBY: You are going to be my sounding board
today. I've got to get this off my chest before I explode.
My husband and I have been separated since November.
We have three children, the eldest a son of 14 l/2jNew for
the problem that's eating me up. It's the exp
n "Take
care of your mother." When my husband walked out the
door, he turned to our son and said, "Take care of your
mother."
When my parents were told of our separation, before
they left, they, too, told my son, "Take care of your
mother." Again, the same stupid remark was made by my
in-laws. And every time we meet relatives, the parting
words to my son are,"Take care of your mother."
Doesn't anyone realize the responsibility that is being
placed on . a child's shoulders by such an irresponsible
remark?
My son has just started his first year of high school and
is doing well. He is experiencing all the problems of
adolescence, and the burden of"taking care of his mother"
should not be thrust upon him. Even though it is just an
expression of concern, I think it is highly tasteless and
very carelessly used. It's one thing to be told by a dying
father to take care of one's aging mother, but quite
another thing to be said to a teen-age boy!
I'd like to hear your feelings on this.
FUMING IN FULLERTON,CALIF.

DEAR FAN: According to my dictionary,"ex" is a
synonym for "former." Although "ex" is usually
used to mean divorced, "former" can also -mean
divorced.
"Late" always- means deceased, but better late
than never.
•••

DEAR ABBY: About 10 years ago (maybe it was 15, I
can't remember exactly), you had something in yourcolumn about a man who was carrying his elderly father
down to the river in a basket. (He wee going to drown
him)Can you find that letter and run it again, Abby?
J. IN PELZER,S.C.
DEAR J.: Unless you pinpoint the date of publication, it's too. time-consuming to search through
hundreds of published column..
I do remember the letter, however, and it went
something like this: An able-bodied, middle-aged
man named John was carrying his elderly father in
a basket. A stranger stopped and asked John where
he was going with the old man.
John replied,"I'm carrying my father to the river.
I am going to drown him because he is old and
unable to take care of himself."
The stranger then said,"Be sure to carry the basket back for your son. He will need it to carry you
to the river one day."

Abourezk of South
Dakota, former Congressman John
LeBoutillier of New
series
was
The
(If you put off writing letters because you don't
established to bring to York, former Gov.-- DEAR FUMING: I think you are overreacting to a
comment that was not meant to be taken literally.
know what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to
the campus outstanding Louis Nunn of Ken- People don't expect your 14 1/2-year-old son to
Write Letters for All Occasions." Send your name
individuals from tucky, James T. McIn- "take care of you," but in an effort to make him feel
and address clearly printed with check or money
tyre,
former
director
of
government and the
like "the man of the house," they are also remindorder for $2.50 (includes postage) to: Abby, Letter
academic community to the U.S. office of ing you that you are now without a husband, which
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
discuss current issues in management and
public affairs. Speakers budget, Professor GorIn previous years have don Tullock of Virginia
Polytechnic Institute
included the following:
and State University
U.S. Sen. Richard and former AmBUFFALO, N.Y. felled by a combination Valium, a tranquilizer been involved in a
_Lugar cif. Indiana, bassadpr Richard- (Ap)- _
Rock singer of "an accidental over- and muscle relaxant, marathon recording
—former U S. SeiL James Parker.
R-ik -Ja-m-e-s w as dose" of Valinm and- and only a "small quan- session-in his basement
.hospitalized in fair con- alcohol and "stress and tity" was involved, Mc- studio for several days.
dition Monaay after be- fatigue," said Ron Mc- Cabe said.
"His people said it
found unconscious in Cabe, a police
• .
0
Marion Marionowski, was not at all unusual
Richard Fenno Jr.
'
incompetent
a bed at his suburban spokesman in East a spokeswoman for the for him to disappear in'
Aurora.
home.
,
Erie County--MedicAL to the recording--studio University and was a
LOS ANGELES (AP) doctor to evaluate Gay,
The 36-year -old
The singer had a Center, said she _knew for three and four days
Social Science Retearch —
The father of slain
"punk-funk" singer was prescription for the only that James was at a time," Wilson said.
Council and Rockefeller soul singer Maryin 70, and bring a report to
.
2
the
Gay
hearing.
May
_
"resting comfortably in "Apparently this hadFoundation fellow.
Gaye is "unable to
fair condition. He is tie- happened over the
Waterfield, in whose meaningfully assist in has pleaded innocent to
a
charge
murder
his
in
ing
weekend."
evaluated.
honor the lecture series his defense,"
his at- son's April 1 shooting
A friend phoned late'East Aurora Police
is named, is a Frankfort torney
told a judge who death.
Chief
Sunday
James
night and
Wilson
said
insurance -executive scheduled
a hearing
Defense attorney Arhis officers were told by reported finding- James
who served two terms
Frances Drake
next month to deteremployees of James unconscious in bed.
as lieutenant governor. mine whether Marvin nold Barry Gold told the
FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18,1984judge
that
Gaye
that the rock singer had police- said.
lThi -a nat.ive --(YU
What ldnd of day will family. Unexpected guests are
Gay Sr. is competent to "doesn't understand the
Calloway County, a 1932 stand trial
in his son's nature--of the pro- tomorrow be? To find out what Lois of fun.
the sun say, read the LIBRA
graduate of Murray killing.
ceedings against
forecast given for your birth (Sept.23to Oct. M)
(Cont'd from page 5)
Superior Court Judge We think he needs a lot sign.
Surprising disclosures by a
Michael Pirosh on Mon-. of care and a lot of
ThursdaY,APril 19
Thursday, April 19
loved one bring you closer
ARIES
day also appointed a love."
(Mar.21 to Apr.-19) graCA together. An impromptu drive. be at 6:30 p.m. at Mur- 4 p.m. in Robert E.
Romance comes from out of or trip leads to neighborhood ray Country Club.
Johnson Theatre.
the blue. Confidential advice discoveries.
oi.ais to your advantage. It's a SCORPIO
Home Department of
Alcoholics
taroilv.,„Niacations, goltPGA
favorable time for promoting (Oct.23to Nov.21)
troro
-course.
Murray Woman's Club. Anonymous and AlAcross
creative interests.
Collaborative efforts pay off • will meet'at
roeetings.great go1i toorns,
2 p.m. at Anon 'will have closed
TAURUS
niezi% to(
handsomely. Charm is a
t..usurij colot
tteadotiarters,
meetings at 8 p.m. at
-MO,
(Apr.
20
to
May 20)
beds, lobfactor in your success. club house.
Coorts.
First Christian Church.
with America's finest writing
You may have a secret Computer technology will
doun1e elegaht
lennis
banquet
,ptoiatibalcotoes,
admirer. Long-range plans fascinate you now.
instruments. Cross- in lustrous
with 2
H . 0 . P . E . For information call
sui,
tes
cheehog,, lood,
receive a boost. Financial SAGITTARIUS
chrome, gold filled or sterling
(Hypoglycemics) will 753-0061, 762-3399,
gootthet ttarn4/
4
40.
sopetb
prospects improve and (Nov.22toDec.21) 's
IN
silver. From $00.00.:
ehte e.
Envoy
meet at 7 p.m. in library 753-7764, 753-5094 or
b‘es,
loohg
tog,htly
popularity is on the rise.
lacOhes.
Love at first sight is of Grace Episcopal 753-7663.
tAeat:
*ones, oththate
pool.
possible. You'll enjoy going Church, Paducah. For
the
hoe ot sv,Atottong
(May 21 toJune 20)
shopp‘og, la%
out now for good times.
toeht
The Single Connection
sea
A surprising introduction Relations with a child couldn't information call
1-keated 'Beach
deep
boats.
will meet at 7 p.m. in
1-554-9681.
proves romantic. Social life be better!
Palm racing;
chattet
by
brings winning friendships. CAPRICORN
third floor classroom of
a‘ai, dogsi‘th
Loved ones have happy times (Dec.22to Jan. 19) V
nikviis
fishlog,
Annual President's Education Building,
v
sag
together.
You'll lend a helping hand to ROTC Awards First United Methodist
s,s peat
CANCER
foUs St
someone in need. In love, 'Ceremony will be at 4 Church.
stt.
(Jwie21toJuly 72) el(C) you'll understand each other
It's the right time to deal without the'need to speak. p.m. in Curris Center
Murray Women of the
Auditorium, Murray
CROSS'
with higher-ups. The personal Enjoy home life.
Moose will meet at 8
State University.
touch is an asset to you in AQUARIUS
"
p.m. at lodge.
business. New assignments (Jan. 20 to Feb.18)
CAO6eS•
come unexpectedly.
Murray
State
UniverSINCE
1846
Friends
provide
delightful
SOCZ22^22.
WS 3
0
LEO
Fri 411 S20
company and also stimulate sity Symphonic Band
Mothers Day Out will
(July 23to Aug.22)
you intellectually. Others and Wind Ensemble will be at 9 a.m. at First
""
f1c4
,
Children delight you in appreciate your unique
present a free concert at Baptist Church.
Engrax (Al
special ways. The accent is on viewpoint on many subjects.
89..1 0 v"..
1,1
•
p.m. in Curris Center
8
G.3A
-------love and leisure. You can't PISCES
Frce
ti
Ballroom.
Senior citizens acafford to pass up 'today's (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
1-111cIse 'ti
tivities
will be from 10
chances
for
happiness.
_0
1tk
,
People in a position of power
•
ialr
•
or'
'
.
Third night of Murray a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hue'.
vffiG0
are inclined to help you out
(Aug.23to Sept.72) *LSI businesswise. Now's the time State University theatre and Douglas Centers
II S ch
Home decorators receive
look.up those connections!
dance concert will be at and from 10 0..d1. to 3
\ tilt 1.1
K
good value for their money.
BEACH GARDENS, FLORIDA
p.m. at#Ellis Center_
Some receive benefits from

Singer James is hospitalized

Judge says Gaye s father .
is i
for trial

Your Individual
Horoscope

Calendar listed...

000;5 1NE V4010
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Twin Lakes Antique
Car Club is scheduled to
meet at Gateway
Restaurant at 7 p.m.

CORRECTION
J. ,41J ^‘. I11.1

itidt111.11 ,

IIll, 444

MONDAY-THURSDAY
SPECIALS
/
1
2 Order
$359
Fish Fillets
'All You Can Eat'
Fish Fillets
$499
Above Include

The Graham & Jackson
Ad in Monday Evening's
April 16 Paper Should
Have Read 50% Off
Any Pair Shoes With
Purchases Of $100.00 or
more instead of $10.00
or more.

Slaw, Hushpuppies, Potato.
Salad Bar 99C With Dinner

Steak & Shrimp
Dinner

$599

A 5 Oz, Steak With 10 Gulf Shrimp
Served With House Salad, Roll, Potato

wl
dc
bu
gr
th4
pa
a
tic

Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Commerce Centre.

us
co
is
its
tic

Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at _Ellis
Center.

A

to(
sa
rn
he
foi

Murray Civitan Club
Is scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Homeplace
Family Restaurant.

A Reminder From The Humane Society
of Calloway County
This is A Leash
re..4.•es*.

"IN CONVERSATION WITH...."
Influential celebrities, such as Phil Donahue, exchange their
thoughts and opinions in this unique sends. On Lifetime.
J.,

&DI Air
Shopping Contor

_CABLE
VLSION
NOR THWa.TT:MING

$359

Choice of Meat N'Three Vegetables

Seven Seas

MURRAY
-1;

Country Dinner
Plate

7334003

Restaurant
Highway 541 North
753-4141

it is ths best birth comrol(WOW 9!ove_n_toU
-random matingS and unwanted puppies
h is the best way to keep you dog uninjured.
:_estraining your pet from darting into traffic.
elirriinating'oam and Veterinary 'bills
h is.the best good neighbor potict-msker.
Keeping your pet from any sort of trespaSsing,
destructive or- otherwise. on VQ47 neighbors
lands or Oplhe Crty'S sidewalks ft wittafsolteep
your Pet from lumping up on children or adults
and possibly inflicting an injury on them, as-Well
as the discomfort or fright it might cause
*Irate best litintlftestion seMoO, as the
ens*' tag- attached to the collar will get your
I.. to-yettlif -ere dog stetted be Met "

_ it is the best wildlife end etwkoncriental protection, keeping your pet fibril harassuig deer
and other wild animals, either by !Nell or as a
part of a wild dog pack
It Is the best way to develop an sffectionate
pet, as the.touch of it gives Your dog definite
-assurance that it is protected- loved, and wanted,
It M Mer)ISis htár
- çtndyIo.
becatmerwhen t4i1S leash'is not in use, trier,
r
pet Yvall beat home. overseeing matters and ori,
iectrng its famdy UK k.Beep you dog leashed. As. habit and ,ase matter of civil civic
practice.
A
emit t. à 1dSty.f the owesamen
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AROUND THE HOUSE
HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Portable power drill remains
the most used tool at home

f -i
1491 cü SlUril0- LW AKA

S[LAD irrOb'''

""1 rf-R-cT

rmQ PtAN

Post, beam construction method
stronger when used on carports

households have one of
each, using the cheaper,
single-speed for most
tasks. Incidentally, a
drill with more features
normally costs more.
When you select a
drill, by the way, pick it
up and handle it, cornparing it with other
drills of different sizes
and makes. A drill that
feels the most comfortable in your hand
should be your first
choice, if possible, since
a drill that doesn't
"feel" right can get
heavy and awkward if it
is used for some time.

The variations of
drills are almost
endless. So are the types
of accessories. You can
even get a drill for driving and removing
screws, one for sanding
and several for
numerous other specialty tasks. If you intend to
do any drilling where an
electrical outlet is not
available, consider the
cordless type, which is
rechargeable.
When changing 4. pit
or inserting an accessory into the chuck,
always uhplug the drill
first .Alsn thp

Victoriana, Art Deco --pearl artists at the available in home furand American country Dyansen 57 Gallery nishings outlets accor- each of these impor- featured' rare pieces ding to Harris Shapiro.
tant decorative themes with price tags of up to
Shapiro is owner of
has been represented by- 685,000.
the gallerr-and --tty -many new home furAlthough remote from
parent, Fine Art Acnishings products the -lives of- most quisitions
Ltd., which
American consumers. publis
recently. ,
hes and
But did you ever this exhibition and
wonder why certain others like it can result distributes reproducstyles are popularized in an increase in the tions of Erte and other
while others languish?. number of -Art De
-Ctr Art Deco-graphic 'One significant way style reproductions jects and sculpture.
that new themes come
into use - and new products onto the market is as copies of currently
Read the want ads daily
fashionable fine arts
collectibles and antiques. There is, as a
result, a stronger relationship between the
rarified and expensive
worlds of art and antiques and the more
down-toearth world of
benne furnishings merchandising than one
might realize
SPECIAL
Recently, an interesting illustration of
Large Bar-B-Q
the ways in which the
Sandwich
separate worlds-- Interact and help one
and French Fries
another occurred in an
Special Good April 13-19
exhibition of Art Deco
objects at a New York
Convenient Drive Through Window
City gallery.
The exhibit of Art
Deco glass objects by
Rene Lalique -and of
Chestnut St.
753-0045
sculptures and graphics
by Erie and other Euro-

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q 'n' Burgers

OOPS! Our printer goofed!
Two of the coupons in our Wednesday's newpaper insert
were printed incorrectly. Our goof is raw gain!

Our $6.76 coupon
for 9 pieces of chicken
should have been

Our $11.50 coupon
for 15 pieces of chicken
should have been

$5.99

$9.99

Eking in the coupone-We-4411-hohor-4hern at these
lower prices.
607S. Sixth St., Mayfield • 1113 Sycamore, Murray

THE DAYTONA SURPRISE!
In Daytona Beach,
• you can enjoy this
year's vacation at
old fashioned prices!
Chobse from six
great oceanfront
• hotels with seasonal
discounts up to 25%

off.
Return the coupon
below and receive a
free copy of the
Florida Vacation
Fun Guide plus
informatiop about
our fine hotels.

111114144

TOLL FREE RESERVATIONS

0•"
1 One Dryer Load

800-874-7420

Limit one per customer Expires 4-31-84

Please rush my copy of the Florida Vacation
Fun Guide plus information about Ocean
_
Name.

8-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat., 1-9 p.m. Sun.

7cc

Each Wash /

Bel Air Laundry
641 South Bei Air Center

key to a drill has an uncanny way of disappearing just when you need
it; therefore, keep it
taped or otherwise attached to the cord
somewhere near the end
of the plug. You'll never
again have to search for
it. °
(Do-it-yourselfers will
'find much helpful-data
on a variety of subjects
in Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home
Repairs," which can obtained by sending $1.50
to this paper at Box 5,
Teaneck, NJ 67666.

Some styles more popular
by following art trends

ISCOUNT

a
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At one time, very few
do-ityourselfers owned
any power tools. it.nd
when they did, they
usually were portable
electric drills.
Today, the portable
power drill is still the
most used tool in the
home workshop. It not
only is used in the
workshop, it often is
kept somewhere handier, suchas a kitchen
drawer, a ewing room
or a hobby area. Many
homes have more than
one electric drill, one for
the man of the hOusg
and one for the lady.
The popularity of this
tool has increased for a
number of reasons. One
tiOA Or
is that it is one of the few
a° q°
tools which, in many
cases, have decreased
in price. Another is that
the doubte-insulated
housings prevent an
ROI
electric shock if
something goes wrong,
SLID 61 DRS
thus eliminating a fear
that some persons had
STUDIO-LOTT
of them in their early
days. And still another
UPPER PART
Is- that they have
0111VINGIN
become so much me
versatile, being
available not only in
variable speeds but also
able to handle dozens Of
useful accessories.
• uf.
You will see the tools
rovia
. rated generally as
BID- RM I
%-inch and
COATS
s-inch. Those are thg
3izes of the maximum
urr[ CI C11001( —
Asoi,t irill bit shank that can
be held. Note that wording - the bit shank, not
the size hole the bit will
HA I?
drill, which sqme,times
s
confuses novices.
THIS CONTEMPORARY TWO-STORY HOUSE FEATURES an upstairs
studio loft
For instance, if the
which overlooks a living room with a cathedral ceiling. A bedroom on the first floor
has acshank of the bit or access to a private rear deck. Outside, the facade is done in stone and vertical
cedar board
siding. Plan HA1255Y has 786 square feet on the first floor and 402 on the
cessory is '4-Inch, a
second. For
-more information write - enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope 14-inch drill will hold it,
to York & Schenke, Architects, 226 Seventh St., Gefden City, N.Y. 11530..
even if the bit- or accessory drills holes or
does work half an inch
in size.
The quarter-inch drill
has been the biggest
seller over the years,
but lately manufacturers are making more
and more %th drills for
do-it-yourselfers so that
bigger shanks can be
held in the chucks. The
1/2-inch size sisually is
kinds of power sanders. painted the beams, but
By ANDY LANG
than regular brick and, for professionals,
Is it necessary to use a some stains are now
AP Newsteatures
if installed professional- although it is a useful
Q.- My brother and I belt sarkder first?
showing through. What ly, shouldn't cause any tool for
homg handy perA. - It depends on is the solution?
intend to build a carport
problems. You may sons who work on large
this spring, since we do how rough the surface of
A. - First, find out find, however, you can't projects
or do - much
not have .,a garage. the wood is. The belt where the stains are get them
all of the same drilling in concrete or
Because the weather is sander is not necessary coming from and color or
type, but this is other hard materials.
fairly mild in our locali- unless the wood is in ,eliminate the cause, no big
disadvantage.
The larger the size
ty, we do not intend to rough condition. Other- otherwise you'll have
Q. - Any special drill, the slower the
enclose it fully. I have wise, use an orbital the same trouble all
technique necessary for speed and the more torseen some carports sartter, followed by a over again at a later
painting lap siding on que or twisting power it
made by 2-by-4s and hand sanding. --time. Once that has the outside of my house? has. Or, to put
it another'
some made with
Q. - Can I use soapy
been done, cover the I probably will be using way, the more
revolupostand-beam construc- hot water for cleaning a
stained areas with clear an exterior latex paint. tions a minute. the less
paint
tion. Which. is better
roller which has
A. - Paint the under- power it has. The
and, if, we use postand- been used for latex paint shellac or aluminum
paint.
sides
Wait
of the projections singlespeed drills were
about
a
beam construction, or will hot water ruin
week, then lightly sand first, then the surfaces. adequate for many
which we are inclined to the nap?
any gloss, being sure Mse 'back-and-forth years. but when it was
00. will we be able to4 A. - Yes, you can use off
not to sand -off-the -strokes. -discovered -that many
hot
water,
but
don't
build the walls on the
shellac or aluminum.
Q.- How deep should persons needed more
ground and then lift squeeze it dry. Just
press it gently and, Wipe carefully; then re- foundation footings be? powerful drills,
them into place? In the
paint the beams with Is it true they should be especially with acpast, we have found this when it is almost dry, let
your choice of color. on wet soil?
cessories, the manufacthe
air
dry
the
rest
of
it.
a much better construcA. - Footings can be turers began to make
Two coats would be
tion technique.
anywhere from 6 inches variable-speed models
preferable.
Q.
I am getting
A. - By all means,
to 5 feet below the sur- so that you could make
use the post-and-beam ready to fix and reglue
face. The depth depends them go slower or faster
construction method. It our outdoor furniture. I
Q. - Can I use com- on a number of factors, depending on the kind of
is stronger and lends have found the standard
mon brick for a including
the depth of material you were
itself to the prefabrica- white glue good for most
driveway wall or will it frost
under
certain using.
purpose. Can I use it for
tion system.
cause too many weather
Nowadays, a drill
conditions and
that?
problems?
Q. - In buying some
what has been learned with both variable
A. - No. Most white
tools the other day, I
A. - Yes, it wil do over the years iii local speeds
and a'reverse is
saw a rather small ham- glue is polyvinyl acetate
well. It is less expensive areas.
excellent. Many
mer with a magnetic and is not waterproof. It
head. What is this used should not be used for
any outdoor project.
for?
A. - For tacks. The Most waterproof
Our New Location
NSA'
magnetic side enables adhesives come in two
Whitnell & Glendale
At
container
s, the contents
the user to hold the tack
of
which
must
Behind
Big Johns.
be
mixed
and then push it into
a
place. The regular face' just before using. --of the hammer is used
Q. - We have some
for other blows.
fake wood beams in the
Q. - We have an un- family room in our
finished bureau we want house, which is a conto finish. I have several verted large barn. We

-
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-MHS opens
tennis slate
by defeating
Union City

Bo-sfoliliarathon becomes
• runaway for England's Smith
BOSTON
AP I England's Geoff Smith
foughtthrough rain and
strong winds Monday to
win the 88th Boston
Marathon, just the second marathon in which
helms run.
The _weather conditions were among the
worst in the race's
history-. but Smith, 30, a
native of Liverpool and
a senior at Providence
College, mastered
them.
. Smith,only the second
Englishmen to win this
race, won o3, ffliffVthan
four minutes after taking the lead for goodbetween the fifth and sixth
miles. His time of 2
hours,- 10 minutes, 34
seconds was not con- Conn., finished second
overall in 2:14:49, and
sidered exceptional.
Before breaking away Domingo Tibaduiza, on
from the field of almost Colombia's Olympic
6,800 runners, Smith had team, was third in
been at the front, either
- in the lead or just behind
Smith's only prev-IOUS
• Arega Abraha of marathon also was impressive - a 2:09:08,
Ethiopia.
Little-known Gerry the fastest first-time
Vanesse of New Milford. 'clocking ever, at New
-

York City last October.
Ron Hill, who won here
in 1970. was the only
other Briton to win the
laurel wreath.
While Smith made a
runaway of the • men's
competition, the
women's race was more
fiercely contested.
Allison Roe, the 1981
Boston Marathon winner and former holder of
the world best but running with a tender
hamstring this time,
was in front through 16
miles. Lorraine Moller.
like 'Roe from Yew
Zealand, took command
and won handily in
2:29:28, a personal best.
Roe dropped out after 25
miles due to the hamstring problem.
Sweden's Midde
Hamrin, a student at
Lamar University in
Beaumont, Texas, and
Norway's Sissel Grottenburg placed second
and third among the
women. Hamrin was
timed in 2:33:51 and
Grottenburg in 2:36:13.

Ii

USSR miffed over Olympics

•

MO:SW%
fop Soviet sportsofficial
has accused the Reagan
administration of "evil
intent" in its handling'of
the Summer Olympics
in Los Angeles.
'•
Marat Gramov,chairman of the _Soviet National Olympic Committee, also claimed._ at a
neWS-Cafference-- -man:
day- that _the. .White..._
House backs groups opposing Saviet participation in the Games.
Gramov made. his
coninfentS while raising
-the 'prAsibility that his
• nation_ _Will refuSe to
•.cornpete in the Summer
Olympics unless 'the

Unite4 Statek_ satisfie
Soviet Complaints about
the GarTies.He said it is up to the
United SMtes to create
"normal conl:litions" for
the Olympics and that
this would be a major
factor in the.Soviet decision on whether to
compete.
Gramov said that the
Soviet National Olympic
Committee wfll not
decide whether to send a
team to Los Angeles until the end of May. The
notification deadline is
June 2:
Gramov made- clear
that a-. Soviet pullout
from -the Olympics -

would_ not.s.gpstitut_e__
boycott.
'We -never use the
word 'boycott' and we
will never use it," he
said. "We will never
boycott. We make a
distinction between
boycotting and not
attending."
Gramov skirted a
ueStron from a
reporter who asked-him
to explain the
distinction.
Should—the" Soviets
decide not to go to Los
Ang_e_leSthey are likely
to base the move on,
their list -of emnplaintsand allegations of U.S.
- violations of the Olympic charter. The argument might be that
refusing to compete is
not a boycott in the
Soviet view, and that the
alleged violations forced the move.-

Calloway County notched its third straight
boys golf team victory
by beating host -Lone
Oak, 161-165, at Rolling
Hills- Country Club,
Monday.
Mark Waldrop, who
has been low man or
tied for low score in
every competition the
Lakers have participated in this season.

For oil your T -ovel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
'epresenfing
free -
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Sizes 7 to 13
Width D-E-EE
Reg. Price 195.95
-WIPRICE

$6295
REDWING
11
.HOES
=
g
Reg. Price $795
Blemished Price
f urnyam anhcluff rrantitiatiy
,eatIlte padded culla/ lull ledthae
ii0Ing, Mat 'wig* s4eel shank
Lushlun crepe ole and heel

All-day
comfort,
everyday!

$5695
Sizes 71
/
2 to 13
Widths B-D-E-EEE
Red Wing
Cures

5

o'clock
Feet

Reg Price $60 95
Blemished Price
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- TIRED OF THE
SAME
-Ota-TRIN
Then For Something

*WED.
'All You Can
Eat Pork Ribs
•B.B.Q. Shrimp

Red Wings

Sizes 7 to 14
Widths B-C-D-F

Dowdelete Saw191/
Downtown On The Square - Mayti.kt Ky.
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Get to know your neighbor. He's a

National Leader

('

in his profession

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES,INC

Has A Price You Can Live With.

Ribs
•Beer Battered
I Shrimp

army,
JIM D. CRICK, FIC
Field Representative
Murray, Ky. 489-2322
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110!,1
14'

T

LOOKOFSKY •
PIENS WEAR,INC.

309 N. 16th Ni
753-3149

Closed Illlenday
11-3 Sundays
11-9 Tu•s..Thers
1 1-10 Fri.-Sat,

This 'specially trained Woodmen 'Field Representative,
has earned national recognition for excidience, providing outstandhig service for his Woodmen members.
•
"Wre;

.

'The FAMILY

rroharnify"X

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Home (Hike VI,rw.dmeri Tow•wr •()maul

19-78 Chevrolet 30 1 Ton C&C
'4,250
re

PRICES SLASHED ON ALL
GMC TRADE-INS

In
A

TRUCKS-TRAILERSBUSES,INC.

1

3 Miles South
on Hwy. 641
MURRAY, KY. 502-753-1372
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*THURS.
•Jambalaya
*Chicken
Casserole
*FRI.
•Beef Short

$3995

214t
lou • r r.or ned
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-

defeats rine
in Monte Carl0 tournament

— Featuring —
Original Southern Recipes
Try. One Of These
Nightfy Specials!
*TUES.
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Really Different Come To
GRANNY'S

•Red Beans
& Rice
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Stephens switches riders on Swale

,REDWING]

9

Murray High's tennis
teams survived strong
winds, cold weather and'
rain to post victories by
both the boys and girls
teams over visiting
Union City, Tenn.,
Monday.
Robert Stout and
Shawn Parker led the
Tigers in a 9-0 triumph
as Stout won his No.1
singles match over Russ
Gilliam, 8-2, and Parker
• blanked Mark Cooley,
8-0:
Mike Wilkins handled
John Dunlap. 8-1; John •
Mark Hall slipped by
Steve Hudgens, 8-5;
Jeremy White whipped
Mike. Turner, 8-1; and
Phil Billington stoPtied
MRS NETTERS - Lauren Burden, 8-1, to .
Members of the 1984 give the Tigers a clean
Murray High tennis sweep in singles.
teams include (top
In two extra singles
photo, kneeling)i Mark matches, Shawn Kelly
Whitaker, gean Kelly, defeated Sieve
John Mark Hall, Phil Denaburd. 8-2. and
Billington, (standing) Mark Whitaker shutout
Coach Raymond Sims, Eric Parson, 8-0, to
Robert Stout. ,Shawn,- -make---the--M148-singles
Parker, Mike Wilkins, domination complete.
Jeremy White.-- COa
rii- ditiub-T4L- St6iftJerry Shelton, (absent) Parker, last year's
Chip Atkins; and regional champs, easily
members of the 1984 crushed Gilliam-Cooley,
Lady Tiger tennis team 8-1. White-Billington
include (left photo, front blanked Dunlaprow) Greer Houston, Hudgens, 8-0; and-HallAllison Carr, Kim Wilkins s6pred the same
Greene, (standing) 8-0 triumph over
Coach Sims. Marla Denaburd-Turner.
Ford-, Elizabeth Oakley,
An exhibition -doubles -t
Leslie Foster, Mel match produced
Jackson, Coach Shelton, another 8-0 MHS victory
(absent,)Ellen as Whitaker-Kelly
Hogancamp.
skunked CaldwellWarner,
9.
The -Lady Tigers also
opened their season
with a victory, although
weather forced the
was again the top golfer and Trevor Coleman posted a 34, Sherri doubles matches to be .
by stroking a 36 to lead shot 64 to round out the Lamb _shot 35, Terri cancelled.
The MHS girls won
Lamb shot 38, followed
both teanis.
CCHS participants.
five
of the seven singles
by
two
39s by Tabethia
Waldrop, a junior,
Today the Lakers
was followed by a Lpne (3-0) play Murray High Johnson and Shelby matches despite the,absence_of Ellen Hogan-_,
0-ak 'pair - Rick at -Murray CountrY Morgan, . Lone Oak had two camp, the •tearri'sWebster and Mike Club.
Robertson - both with
girls shoot 33 - Gena regular at No.3, who
38s.
The Lady" Lakers lost . Brook's and Rebecca was sick.
At No.1 singles, Mel
The other three Laker their match against Throgmorton.
scores that counted Lone Oak, 138-148, and
Today the Lady Jackson defeated
were David Schwan's dropped to 1-1 on the Lakers will play Murray Elizabeth Gillett, 8-5,
High, Christian County and Elizabeth Oakley
40, Phillip Bryan's •d, season.
and John Hassell's 43.
In six-hole competi- and Hopkinsville at won at No.2, 8-0, over
Debbie .Joiner. At No.3
Alan Cothran shot 45 tion, Joanna Gibbs Murray Country Club.
Leslie Foster loSt to
Teresa Barnett, 8-6, but
Kim Greene returned
the MHS girls to their
winning ways at No.4
LEXINGTON, Ky. tempting to come back
Maple rode both colts with an 8-3 triumph over
(AP,) - Swale may be from a fourth-place last year, with Devil's Tracy Taylor.
the No. I Kentucky Der- finish in the Flamingo Bag grabbing the
Allison Carr sc,ored-alt
by prospect. _but_ trainer Stakes.
juvenile championship 8-2 victory over Julie
Woody Stephens has
Pincay and Swale and' Swale finishing as Hudgens and in two exassigned the colt-his No. were sensational in another tap Triple- tra Matches, Greer
2-rider.
their first race together, Crown prospect.
Houston defeated
Not that Laffit Pincay holding off well"I wanted Eddie to Stephanie Crisp, 8-4.
Jr., who won the Bei- regarded Dr. Carter on stay with Devil's Bag. and Marla Ford lost to
m
to_ n the stretch to win the He was a brilliant horse Christy Virgin, 8-4.
o
n
Stephens'-trained colts Florida Derby, and last year," Stephens
Murray High hosts.
in 1982 and -1883_,As any Stephens expects more__ said. '!So that left ,Pin-.,Lone
_ Lone Oak,Wednesda:y 4
step down.
of the same from the cty for Swale."
3:30 p.m.
• It's just that Stephens pair in today's
has two highly regarded $50.000-added Lexington
-Derby- -pro-s-pe-et-s---i-n—Stakes-at-Keeaeiand.
Swale and Devil's Bag,"Pincay and Maple
and Eddie Maple had are my boys," Stephens
been riding both.
said. "I'm very high on
Murray tennis pro ueieating Joaklim
The trainer decided to Pincay and I wasn't goMel Purcell won his Nystrom, 6-4, 6-2; Pablo
stay with Maple_ on ing to sit still until the
first-round match in the Arraya defeating
Devil's Bag, the 1'983 last minute- on choosJacome Open in Monte Shlomo Glickstein, 7-6,
juvenile champion at- ing.a rider for Swale.
Carlo, Monaco, 6-4; Brian Gottfried
defeating Aaron KricksMonday.tein, 3-6, 8-2, 6-0; Brad
Purcell eliminated - Gilbert beating Paul
Libor Pimek of Chez- McNamee, 7-6, 4-6, 6-4;
and Jimmy Brown
choslovakia, 6-4, 6-2.
Other matches includ- defeating•Wojtek Fibak,
ed Mats Wilander 6-3, 4-6, 6-1.

Laker golfers unbeaten, improve to 3-

Slightly Blemished
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slugger hits three round-trippers

,
‘1 I E IA(.I It & 11\1E ,

SAN DIEGO (AP) —
The San Diego Padres,
longtime doormats of
the National League
West,.are in the unaccustomed position of
trying to temper pennant fever among their
fans.
Even Manager Dick
Williams, who led a
longshot Boston team to
the 1967 American

League_title and won the

former New York
Yankee stars Rich
"Goose" Gossage and
Graig Nettles to a roster
that already included
Steve Garvey, Terry
Kennedy and Tony
Gwynn got enthusiasm
flowing before the first
pitch was thrown.
But there were questions. Could outfielder
Alan Wiggins play second base? Could
Carmelo Martinez, a
first baseman
throughout his minor
league years, hit major
league pitching while
playing left field? Could
Kevin McReynolds, last
season's minor league
player of the year,

World Series with
Oakland in 1972 and
1973, admits to being impressed by his team's
9-2 start. But he realizes
September is a long
summer away.
"I'm enjoying it,"
Williams said. "I'can't
'remember any of my
teams ever starting:,
very Well. They're
working hard, but
they're having fun while
NEW ORLEANS
they're doing it. If you
"It was a 'must' game
Fullback Greg Boone__
execute, you have a (AP) — Tampa.Bay.and for us. New Orleans enjoying his second
quarterback John could afford to lose, we 100-yard game, ran
chance to win."
Adding a few degrees Reaves, after a shaky couldn't," said Coach seven yards for the Banto the fans' fever is the , start, were flawless Steve Spurrier of Tam- dits' second score just
limping start by the rest while the New Orleans pa Bay.
3:31 later. He finished
of the division. The Los Breakers looked just
awful. •
Angeles Dodgers are in
•
Reaves, who threw for
second place with a 5-5
record, 31742 games back two touchdowns, passed
of the Padres.
for 126 of his 174 yards in
But 151 games remain a 21 -point second
quarter in the Bandits'
and the Padres did all
their early damage at • 35-13 up'set of New
UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE
home. Stops this week at Orleans in a United
San Francisco and Los • States Football League
"WC could not get any with 108 yards on 21
game Monday night.
Angeles will be the
rytbym in our offenset" carries.
teams first tests on the
New Orleans stayed in Breakers' Coach Dick
Tampa Bay's defense,
road.
the game as long as it Coury said. "I just can't
which rendered the
The addition of
did only by recovering explain a game like USFL's
most potent ofthree Tampa Bay that., I wish I could exfense impotent, held
fumbles — two by Gary plain it, but I can't."
New Orleans to just 1
Anderson and another
Reaves threw a yard rushing in the two
by Reaves — in the Ban- 31-yard touchdown pass series
sandwiched betdits' first three to tight end Marvin
ween the Bandits' three
possessions.
Harvey for the last of scoring drives. .
The victory knocked the three secondRicky Williams ran 21
New Orleans, 6-2, out of quarter touchdowns
yards for Tampa Bay's
Kentucky League a first-place tie with Bir- that rallied the Bandits
fourth touchdown with
baseball President Glen
mingham in the USFL from a 7-0 deficit at the
59.seconds gone in the
Hughes announced to- Southern Division and end of the first quarter.
fourth quarter and, with
day that the league's on- kept Tampa Bay, 5-3,
Gary Anderson's two- third-and-goal, Reaves
ly tryout will be held
alive in the developing yard touchdown dive
hit tight end Wilfred
Saturday at the Ken- Eastern Conference with 5:04 gone in the
se- Morgan with a six-yard
tucky League Field at playoff picture.
cond period tied the scoring pass with 8:05
the old city park.
Houston overcame a game at 7-7. Both plays left in
the game.
The tryout will run 20-0 deficit to beat came on third down durReaves finished with
from 9 am.- until noon
winless Oakland 35-27 in ing a streak in which
and will be available for the only o4her USFL Tampa Bay conyerted 16 completions in 22 attempts and no
any 9-year-olds and any • game of the night.
11 straight times.
interceptions.
10-year olds who didn't
play last year.
Registration forms
will be available at the
tryout for any youth who
did not preregister this
season. Participants are
asked to bring their own
gloves to the tryout.
Hughes also said
anyone -interested in
coaching or helping
coach a Kentucky
How long could you hold on to a car if you knew
League team should atif was going to be yours. Well Dwain Taylor is going
tend the tryout or conto find out. Storting April 25th at 4:30 p:m.. They're
going to let the first 100 people to register, put their
tact him at home,
hand on a 1976 Caprice two door, worth S1000";
489.2750, or at work,
and the person who holds on the longest, gets-tookeep-753-5548.
the car. Yoifmust be 18 with a valid driver's-license,
standing up with both feet on the ground and one had
on the car at all times. Na employeesOf Dwain Taylor,
no artificial stimulants, sign an agreement to release
Dwain Taylor from liability, be-responsibloior taxes
-OM license and hold on. Be sore- to register before
NEW YORK (AP) —
4 p.m. April 24 at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet_ No
,
previous winner of hands on contest.
.Relief pitcher Bruce
Sutter, who saved three
consecutive games for
the St. Louis Cardinals
last week, allowing two
hits and no runs in 5 2-3
innings, was named the
National League
REGISTER TODAY!
Player of the Week.
Left-hander Mike
Caldwell of the
Milwaukee Brewers,
who posted victories
over. California and
Drivers
Birthdote
Kansas City, while
retording a 1.65 earned
Address
run average in 16.1 intings, was named the
L Home Phone
American League
Player of the Week.

Bandits upset Breakers; Gamblers roll

Kentucky
League
sets tryout

The second fumble by
Andersen, Who
previously had lost just
one fumble all season.
gave New Orleans its
first touchdown — a
•22'-yard toss from
quarterback Johnnie
Walton to tight end Dan
Ross with 1:11 gone in
the first period.
The Breakers didn't
score again, however,
until Buford Jordan ran
four yards for a
touchdown with 4:18 left
in the fourth quarter.

Pro Basketball I'layoffs
NBA Playoff Glance
Fast Round
(Dept ot Fore)

Tuesday.Aprill24
(ft necessary)
Boston at Washington
1-1111-44e1kbla at New Jerse.s.
Milwaukee at Atlanta
Utah at Denver. TBA
Portland it Phiciax. TBA._
Dallas at Seattle
Los Angeles at Kansas City
Wednesday. April 25
- - 01-rtiocieseery)
Detroit.at Nreiv_York
Thursday. April 26
. (II necessary)
- Washington at Boston
New Jersey at Philadelphia
Atlanta at Milwaukee
Denver at Utah. THA
Phoenix at Portland
--Reattlrat Dalta's
Kansas City at Los Angels,
Friday, April 27
llf necessary)
New York at Detroit

Tumtookini17 „

Washington at Boston
New York at Detroit
Seattle at Menai
Atlanta at Milwaukee
[Vetiver at t tea
Wednesday. April III
New Jersey at Philadelphia
Kansas:City at Los Angeles_
Phoenix at Portland
Thursday. April 19
Washington at Boston
New York at Detroit
Atlanta at Milwaukee
Seattle at Dallas
Denver at-rtall —
Fnday, Apnl 20
_
New Jersey at Philadelphia
Kansas City at Los Angeles
Phoeni4 at Portland
-- Saturday. April 21
Boalon_al±Washington
Dallas at Seattle
Milwaukee.at Atlanta
,Sunday,, April 22
Philadelphia at New Jersey
Los Angeles'at Kinsas City
Detroit at New York
l'tah at Denver
Portland at Phoenix

NHL Pia.;olfs
National Hockey League
Playoffs At A Glance
Divosional Fonals
)Best-o(-Sevent
Thursday. April 12
tesiebei_ 4_ Illonlreal 2 •
.
*anntligton it. N Y. Islanders 2
Minnesota 2 St Louis 1
Edmonton 5 Calgart 2
Friclarl. ROM 13
Montrisal 4. spaebei I
N
Erlandrre S Wastrtn•t
ter
St Louis 4 Minnesota 3 irt
Calgary 6 Etlmtmton 5 OT

—
•

(Best of Seven)
Eastern Conference Semifinals
Washington
sinner is
,-,sedue
Detroit-New York a inner
Philade,lphia-New Jersey winner
vs Milwaukee Atlanta a inner
Western Conference Semifinals
Los AhgeletoKarisas City w Inner
vs -Dallas-Seattle winner
Portland•Phoenix *inner v,
l'tah•Denver winner

Sunday. April IS
N Y Islanders 3 Washington 1
.
Edmonton 3 Calgary 2
St Louis 3 Minnesota
Monday. April 16
-Quebec I. Montreal I 1.11' rot,
tied 2.2
Minnesota 3 St Lows
.4, •
tied 2 2
N Y Islanders 5. WasF.ingtor
Islanders lead serves 3 1
Edmonton 5 Calgary
Edw.
ton leads series 3 1
WAILMontreal at Quebec
Washington at N V Islander'
St Louis at Minnesota
Calgary at Edmonton

llajor League Baseball Roundup
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EASTOIVISION
W
L
Pct
Detroit
0 1 000
.5
Toronto
6
4
600
Cleveland
5
4
556
New York
4
6
400

Mawr League Baseball
I aes0ay taernes
NATIONAL LEAGUE
I -1.1.1.01t-lpraa
.
EAST DIVISION
eburph t Tudor to,
.
W L Oct GB
Montreal ,Smith 2.o:
3 •
•
New Yqrk
3
667 York IDarling 2-01
31
, Philadelphia
6
3
667 St
1,0UIS
Antluja4
5
St Louts
64
6011
('-hicagn_ Sanderson WI .
4
-- • -A Bard*, ra•rtese - 0,2•-Montreal
6
5
5
500
1,ty• nab ,Berenyi u 1 , .n
7
3
300
6. - Pittsburgh
3L, Los Angeles ;Honey, in$
WEST DIVISION
Houston .Nrekro 1-2 • $ 0 $
San Diego
2
. 9
619 San I Ilegr, 'Lollar 14i, al
Los Angeles -Ts.- 5
iy
54%. 3
Francisco , I,aVis 0 2San Francisco ▪
1.,
400
6
4,
1
Wednesday's Games
•Cinsinnati
4:
2
7
5
364
Philatleiphia esli-INItsburgh
•
2
- Houston
4 •7
5
.
364
Atlanta at Cincinnati
3'y
Atlanta
273
s
3
Montreal at New York
4
Monday's Game'
111. Louis at Cu,ac'
Los Angeles 5 Houston 4
Sim I nee,. it San Fran. is, •,
Only iattle svhelluled
Los Ange.,*
Houstun • n.
GB

--

Milwaukee
3
7
300
!Ultima*.
2
7
222
WEST DIVISION
Oakland
•
k
667
4
Minnesota
7
4
636
Seattle
-7
636
1
Kansas City
5
501)
Chicago ..
4
4
500
California
- 5
s
365
Tess
3" 7
300
Monday's Games
Clev-eland 4 Etaltimore.3
Minnesota 9. California 2
Oakland 9.,SeatUe 6
Cbieago-dt New York' ppd
rain
Detroit at Boston. 2. ppd . rain
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore
Boddirker 0.2. at
Toronto l'Alexander WO,
Chicago•,Seaver 0.1' at
Milwaukee t Haas 0-2,
New. York *Fontenot:
at
Cleveland i Jeffcoat 0-0,, Srt-r.
. Kansaseity.cGura.3.0.v.aVetrFdE
I Morris 341,, in,
Texas !Tanana 11 1. at Boston
Eckersley 0.1...n.
California , John C, 1 . at Mui•
nesola 'Butcher to: n$
06-k alnd aitt'ilttk-knt.51 2"ISSUJW
Moore 1.1, ,n,
Baltimore at Toronto
Oakland at •eattir'•
- • New York at Cleveland. in' • •
Kansas City at Detroit. n
Tomo at Boston, n
•
California at Minnesota, in,

•

Gamblers 35, Invaders 27
Houston -quarterback
Jim Kelly threw four interceptions to help
winless Oakland take a
20-0 lead, but he came
back with two
touchdown passes to lift
the Gamblers Over the
Invaders.
Houston,. 5-3, also got'
154 yards rushing and
two touchdowns from
Sam Harrell, giving him
15 for the season, before
he left with a bruised
knee.
The Gamblers went
ahead 28-27 on Harrell's
6-yard scoring run and
Toni Fritsch's extra
point early in the fourth
period.

T

Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

Padres cultivate early pennant fever
By MIKE CLARK
Associated Press Writer

9

'toSam

the Kingdome provided
the A's with a 9-6
With Dave Kingman, victory.
it's either hit or miss.
- "It doesn't take very
And Monday night, he much to get-it out of this
couldn't miss.
park," said Kingman.
The Oakland slugger, "I don't think I would
known as much for want to be a pitcher and
strikeouts as long-ball pitch here"
hitting, slugged home
Kingman had missed
runs his first three the past three games
times up against the because of a sore leg
"When I came out early
Seattle Mariners, driv- muscle.
for batting practice, I
ing in eight runs. The
"I can only run about didn't know if I could
one-man power show at half-speed," he said. play.
It just plain hurts.

It's fun to start out this out.
way. It makes it easier
In the only National
to sustain."
League contest, the Los
In other American Angeles Dodgers trimLeague action, the med the Houston Attros
Cleveland Indians nip- 5-4.
ped the Baltimore
Kingman belted a
Orioles 4-3 and the Min- grand slam in the first
nesota Twins routed the inning after singles by
California Angels 9-2. Joe Morgan, Davey
Rain washed out a Lopes and Carney
doubleheader between Lansford. Lansford
Detroit and Boston and walked before Kingman
the. Chicago-New York in both the third and
game also was rained fifth innings, and both
times Kingman followed
with a two-run homer.
The first two, off starter
Matt Young, 2-1, came
on 0-2 pitches and the
third on a 1-1 pitch off
reliever Ed Vande Berg.
become a day-to-day starters real hopes of
On his next at-bat, in
standout in center field?' keeping a lead they've the seventh
inning,
After 11 games, the protected for seven Kingman
struck out on
answers seem to be yes. Innings.
three breaking balls
Wiggins has made
"Even if guys are from Vande Berg. In the
some errors, "but I fastball hitters, I don't ninth, he
popped out to
didn't expect him to go think his fastball is the the infield
with two men
through the season. one they want to see," on base.
without making an er- said Eric Show, both of
"I was purely overror," said Williams.
whose wins were saved anxious the last -two
Martinez and by Gossage.
times," Kingman said.
McReynolds have been
Always a slow starter. "They didn't give me
hitting since opening the 39-year-old Nettles any pitches, but
I wasn't
night (.324 and .314, is hitting only .194, but going to walk."
respectively) and each has driven in seven runs
Morgan also homered
has turned in some spec- with his six hits.
for the A's, while Alvin
tacular plays in the
Davis slugged a solo
outfield.
Garvey is struggling homer for Seattle.
Gossage, the smoke- at .186, yet leads the Oakland
right hander
throwing relief pitcher team with eight RBI and
Mike Warren 1-2, workwho signed as a free two game-winning ed the
first 6 2-3 innings
agent, already has four hits.Gwyrui is hitting and
picked up 'the
saves, giving the .390 and Kennedy .333.
victory.

191f4

SCOREBOARD

Kingman clubs homers at Kingdome
By-KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer

T1 Es1111, APHII. 17,
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
. BATTING 16 at bats, UpshaaELATTING .16 at bats.
Sal.
Toronto. 458. Bradley. Seattle.
Slyke St Low. 43$ Sax Izis
sfa. Bernazard Cleveland. 429.
Angeles 432 Gwynn San Diego>
Trammell. Detroit. ,12.4, Fteniy,
415. Matthews **Imago
Boston. 417
. •
Davis Chicago 3113
BINS Henderson. Oakland 10..
RUNS GwYnn San hirgt.,
Bell.1'eXas,11:- Morgan:°strand:9.
Silletlidt., Philadelphia
11, Slat
Ripken. Baltimore. to Trammell, thews. Chicago 9 Wiggins. San
Detrott-11111OVI-97-Miz Houston k Carter
BBL Kingman, Oakland
Montreal X
13
Hrbek. Minnesota. It
Evans
RBI
F:sasky Cuicinnat:
Detroit. 10. Relacksen. Cahfornia.
1A attach. Montreal
11. Cart.:
to. Lemon. Isetroit. 9: Lopes.
Montreal
10, Marshall
I...•
Oakland. 9
Angeles. 10, Sandb•rg, Chicago 1,,
-Torrititcr---tT"T:fr •
Carew. California. 16, p.._•lL Torori. tie Montreat,r 16 .S.Ax. 1.0sAngetes
io, 141. Gowns.-Mtnnesota
Gent----16i-frare-tiest with tf,
ner, Milwaukee. 16 •
_ .
Porli"
-FTIFiG T decision, Caudill - ' ITCH ISO
de, ;,..1011
Oakland. 3-a; Smithson. Minnesota
ltuthven.
..
Smith -M,:3-0 Black. Kansas City. 3-0 %for:
tre
.al_2-n: Tr rret _N_Oois_ow •.York. o
HS Detroit. 3:0 if Davis ;Tin
Cox St Louis. 2
Show
nesota 2-0. N iek ro, New or . 2-0
feetoo•2(i M ange oSan I ego

IISTi„‘it;ind114.,Y.s. Results
United States Football League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic
L T Pct PF
PFulanteipi,
alOQ
New Jersey
750 194
Pittsburgh
Ii
250 144
ii
to
Washington
(510- 49
Southern
0
Birmingham
575 1121
i
6 2
New Orleans
lo
750 199
Tempt-Bey- - _
3 --0 -625 590
Jacksonville
2 ii 0
250 167
Memphis
2 6 0
250 130
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central
6
Michigan
2 II - 75.
0 215
fi
2 0
Oklahoma
:so 130 5
Houston 3 0
625 257
Chicago
2 6 0 .250 160
San Antonio
2
250 90
6 0
▪

South 12th Street

I tenver
Arizona
Los Angeles
Oakland
-

PA
101
124
l6236

•75
4

4

▪
11
7
To
row.
Monday s Gaines
Houston 15 Oakland 27
Tanya Bay' 35. New orleans 1,,
Fridays Games
Memphis at Jacksonville
Oklahoma at Birmingham
- Lo9-Aeigeter-a4-4-10ragoSaturday
!
. Ifni 2 I,
Arizona at Houston
Sunday. April 22
Denver at New Orleans
Philadelphia at San Antonio Nei,' Jersey at Pittsburgh
Washington at Oakland
Monday April 23

115
15S
973 1116'
231

160
151
211
217
127

753-8971

1:4

,,

It

4

15-2

Southside Center

HOW LONG CAN
YOU HOLD ON

League honors
Cards' Sutter

Pipes &
Accessories
15 Blends of
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe
614 Si. 4th Sr

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
U.S.641 S.

Across from Uncle Jeff's

SAVE NOW ON THE INCREDIBLE
TRS-130 MICRO COLOR COMPUTER
$60 Below Our
1984 Catalog
Price
Originally (Interim Price $119.95 cuts Taken)

NOW ONLY
Model MC-10 is
Ideal for Beginners
•Learn How to Program in BASIC with
Our Excellent Tutorial Manual
•8 Colors•255 Sound Effects Tones
•Produce Graphics Characters and Enter
BASIC Conimands with Two Keystrokes
• Use Ready-to-.Run Software for Games
and Education (Requires Recorder)
le Expandable 4000-Character Memory

•Easy-to-Use Keys for Text and Data
Entry (Not a Flat. Plastic Overlay)
•Displays 16 Lines of 32 Characters
•2 x 7 x 81/2" al Attaches to Arty TV
•Expand with a Telephone Modem or
Our Thermal Printer
•Save $20-16K Memory Module
Now S29.95(26-3043. Reg. S49.95)

Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer Retailer
CHECK YOUR PHONE BOOK FOR THE PARTICIPATING ladle /Melo STORE COMPUTER CENTER OR DEALER NEAREST YOU

A DIV1SION OF TANDY CORPORATION

753-2617

PPE S APPO. Al

PARTICIPATING

STORES ANC) DEALERS

Murray, Fain Ins. Bldg.
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'Pirates' performance well done
By DOT MASON
Murray concert goers
received a special treat
last, week withfelie Pro..duction of the..farcical,
light-hearted '.'The
Pirates of Penzance- by
Gilbert and Sullivan. ,
'Produced by' - Opera
Workshop Director
Prof. Carl Rogers of the
Murray State University Music Department,
with the assistance of
Prof. Stephen Rosolack,
choral director,.and Dr.
Gerald Welker. conductor. the -Operetta Wag
performed by students.
of the Music Department on the evenings of
April 12, 13 and 14 in
Lovett Aduitoriuria.
Others who assisted in
the production were
NISU students Jrrn Coffey, assistant director,
Bethany Rolland and

Sherrie Dailey,
choreographers, Kristy.
Caiman, set design, and
a cast of forty.
•
The fact -.that "The
Pirates" has had a recent revival on Broad,
way, and also has been
shown this season on
Cable-TV did not dim in
the least the lustre of
Murray's live presentstion which abounded
with the talent, energy,
and enthusiasm of its
players.

others 'of the soloists in
the cast - Daniel Craig,
Danny Vancil. Jim Coffey, Cameron Williams,
Susan Edwards, Mary
Lou Fitzgerald and
Juliet Jackson.
They proved several
times over that there is
much talent inhabiting
the Music Deparmept at
MSU. The choral
ensembles of the Major
General's many
daughters, the pirate
band, and the policemen
were exceedingly well
Leads Jennifer Gay -done.
•
Beck as Mabel, one of
.high point in the
the daughters of the Ma- hilarity induced by
jor General, and Eric Gilbert and Sullivan's
Hall as Frederick, the choice wit in music and
on -again off-again_ words_ Carrie in the.. se.
Pirate Apprentice. cond act with interplay
seemed at ease with between the cadre of
both , the vocal and policemen and the band
dramatic demands re- - of pirates.
quired of them. as did
The Orchestra, too,

OBITUARIES

Under even the best of
conditions it is difficult
to understand sung
dialogue but it is
especially frustrating in,
works by Gilbert and
Sullivan in which nearly
every line has a slice of
humor,a pun. or twist of
meaning. Lovett
Auditorium is hardly
the ideal setting for such
EASTER -EGGS READY - Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens•bave spent many hours stuffing
a production.
10.000 colorful plastic eggs with randy for the annual WSJP Easter Egg Hunt slated foi Saturday. Those
participating in the activity include (Top photo,front row from left) Hazel Ahart, Aladie Aaughn. F:lvie
All-in-all, Murray
Carson, Elsie Thurman. Ruth Crider, Treva Washer,(second row,from left) Edna Mciteynalds, Mina
State Music DepartRamsey, Elizabeth- Haneline, Mary Chambers, Mary Pierce, Hazel Lock, Thelma Bagwell, Alnia
ment's "Pirates of Pen('ooper,
Viva Ellis, Nlaurena George,(back row from left) Randy Hermilon and Darrell Gibson, buth of
zanee" was.a.delight,
WSJP,(bfwer photo frontrQw.from left).Hazel Vtorkman, Maurine Lofton, Trilby(unningham,.fewell
Byrd. Lillie Farris, Jessie Robinson,(second row,from left) Tom Crider, Thomas Ahart, Luther Jones.
Sarah A'anMeter, Jo Greenup, Bear! Darnell, Pearlerte Gordon, Ethel Walker, Amble Villloughby, Erma Lovett and Lala Boyd. Not pictured are Meda Jackson. Rudolph Thurman, Magdelene Manning.
Roth Hoke, AL .0. Vaughn, N.A. Williams. Herman Johnson and Thyra Crawford.

•

Brooks Chapel
spring renewal
scheduled

Final rites for Mrs.
The funeral for Mrs
Vela Smith are today at Marie Marvin will be
2 pitt.In- the chapel-of Wednesday -at 10:30
J.H. Churchill Funeral a.m. in the chapel of
Home._ Elder Arlie_ J.H. Churchill- Funeral
Larimer is officiating.
Home.
Pallbearers are Paul
Officiating will be the
Evans Pat Evarm, Rd. Rev. Don Faulkner andwtn Parker, - Lloyd -De. David Roos:
Parker,Dan Parker and
Burial will follow in
J.P. Parker.
Murray Memorial
Burial will follow in Gardens.
the Mc_e_uiston. _Friends may call at
the finieral home after 4
Cemetery.
p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Smith, 90, died
Mrs. Marvin, 84, Rt. 6,
Sunday -at Murray- died Monday
at her
Calloway County home.
-Hospital.
-She is survived by her
She is survived by one husband, Harold Marstepson, Rudolph vin; two sons, Harold
Smith; two brothers, Marvin. Jr.. and Bill
Lowry Parker and Pink' Marvin; three sisters.
two brothers, nine
Parker.
grandchildren and five
great-grandchildren.

- race, according to campaign finance reports.
The .disclosures are
Asen•talf,ed--in--campaign
finance reports for
January, February and
March• filed with the
Federal Election
Commission.
Huddleston's campaign reported that he
received $193,606 from
individual contributors
and $86,100 from
political-action committees during the threemonth period.'
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Hammond seeks law changes
FRANKFORT, Ky. had "turned down
( AP ) - Democratic already $6,000 and the
congressional Candidate offer of several more"
Jerry Hammond has from PACs.
called for changes in
He accepted $1_2,000 to
election-Finance laws to $14.000-in PACdonations
allow individuals to con- in 1982: his first try for
tribute more and force the 6th District seat held
political action commit, by Rep, Larry Hopkins,
tees to contribute lOss. 'R-Lexington Hammond
Hammond, an Iron- said.
•
worker from, Versailles
"It would be easier to
.
who is executive finance a carn-Paign
secretary-treasurer ' of with PAC money, no
the Kentucky State doubt," said Hammond,
Building and Construc- who finished fourth in
tion Trades Council. the 1982 primary. "This
said at a news con- is not a contrived posiference Monday that he tion. We've talked to

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

bepartment
transports
two women

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

Stock Market

The Calloway County Prices furnished by Fit'st ot
.. 11218 -:"8
1.B.N1
Sheriff's Department Mic-bigan
1334 unc
Jerrico/
reports that two women Industrial Average
4918 -14
S.C. z -Penney
+1.15
.
293s + a's
sentenoed in Circuit Air Products
_
467,, + Iv__ Kmart
Court recently were Apple Computer
1218 unc
)Lary Kay Cosm
- 2714 + 1
transported Jto PeWee_ Atherican_Telephone.
3478 -'s
- -1 ,Tenv.a.1.1..._ __.
Valley Correctional In- Chrysler
61 +_ 14
Quaker Oats.
2534 +
31% -04 _
stitution for Women ear
481,, + ./ Sears- Dupont 17
53.s unc
ly Monday.'
Stuart Hall
....
Ford ..
3514 -- 1;#/
4014 + 14
Texact•
-A-spokesmart-fer-the—G77%7?--167-s line
351t -34
Tobacco
d-e partment says General Motors
643s
331/2 unc
Wal-Mart.
Valerie Ross, who was GenCorp, Inc
31 7s r+ 1 h
_ .144s +18
convicted on 16 counts of Goodrich
Wenclybs .'
34' -14
18 -18
+
1,
receiving stolen proper- Goodyear
Wetterau
2534
_ .914 .f.14
ty over $100, will serve a Gulf Oil
A.L., Williams.
.19 +
seven-year sentence Home Health
714
...,9.50
while Linda Broach Care America
QE.F. Yield....
Hargrove, charged with
two counts of second_
degree burglary and
two counts of theft over
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
$100, will serve a fiveMEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
year term. •
:S.
t.

EASTER PROMOTION
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P ACK AGE SPECIA LS:
2-8%10: 2-5‘7":16-$

Inc!udes up to five
quarts major brand
oil

...:.../
1979 Blazer
Blue & white, power steering,
power brakes, automatic, air, nice

• Chassis lubrication and oil change
• Includes light trucks
• Please ca)' for appointment

247-l$51

$4977"

.

Sayles will
be speaker
at Church

The Goshen United
Methodist Church will
have `spe6ai pre-Easter
services-allitting
Wednesday and continuing through Friday. Services will be at 7 p.m.
each evening.
The lay speakers will
be as follows:
...Wednesday - Scott
Burton of Lynnville;
...Thursday - Max Hurt
of Kirksey; ...Friday Dr. -Garth Petrie of
Coldwater.
"Everyone is invited.
to share in this celebration • of the Easter'
season," said the Rev.
Roland' Jones, church
pastor. -

U.S. 641 S.
Moms is Good

KU STUMP REMOVAL

PHEVR 0 LET

Murray. Ky. (502) 753-0595.
We Have A Winniewl Two - Quality Quantity I price-

753-2617

•

ton 1,61110101,.110111p• Op
24 below the wooed
431 4343 or 431 41319
We Now Haul Prt Grovel

We
.0

641 S. Murray
•

•
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Autoinohile
fire reported

DWAIN TAYLOR
Rudolph Goodyear

216E North

people who are students Democratic nomination of the political system are Eric Sevciy, a
and we believe PACs former assistant state
are becoming a shadow attorney' general;
organization in.Bradley K. Richards.
governinent
and Rob-ert
Law
Hammond said he drum. All are from' believed "in the concept Lexington.
of people- forming
together to express their
point of view," but that
the growing influence of
such committees was
The Murray Fire
perverting politics. '
His remarks were ap- Department was called
parently aimed at to the parking lot of the
Hopkins, wittradi- Murray-Calloway CounHospital early yesterracted
tionally has
day to extinguish a car
PAC support.
H.
Hopkins, who is unop- ftiyre
A report in the office
posed in- the May 29
GOP primary, raised of Murray Fire Marshal
just under $100.000 in Phil Owens says the fire
1983, of which-434;000 was reported at 6:34
came from PACs, ac- a.m. and-the automobile
cording to his spending belonged to Pat Swift,
1303 Story Ave.
reports.
44
Hammond said h-e
was "going to try to
spend less than $10,000
in the primary" and
that his:receipts to date
were just "a few hundred dollars."
The Good Shepherd
His -firs'e_ letters to
solicit funds were mail- United Methodist
ed earlier in the day, Church, Highway _121
South, will hold a mini:
Hammond said.
He sajd he thought'he revival starting- Thui
could wage--a credible day at 6 p.m. with an
fall campaign for Agape Meal followed by
$100,000 to $150,000, adding, "We would feel
bad if we had to spend
more than that."
Also seeking the

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476 Goshen lists
eek s,sen ices

LUBE & OIL
CHANGE & FILTER
$900

I all for an appointment - Photo' will
br made April ;
11!/,,30. 21

fil

•

I

CHILDREN 12 AND UNDER

\‘

Marvin rites
Wednes'da)

Brown gives to campaign
First Baptist
FRANKFORT. Ky. dleston has raised near- Hog market
re % i% al 1)0ens
(AP - -Former Gov. ly $280.000 In the first
on Nk (.(lilt sdaN John Y. Brown Jr, has three_ _months _ .of the. list reported

-contributed -$25-si00Revival- services at - his own money:to his
the First Baptist Chureh race to unseat-13:S. Sen.
,WecTIle5.441?
• Wtft:_
Budand . continue • through dleston,
Sunday. Services will be
.at .7 p m., Wednesday
through SatUrday, and
at 10:45 a.m. Sunday:
Dr. Greg Ear-wood.
pastor.-- will be __the
speaker with the themes
to be as follows:
-"- r Wednesday - In the
The. Brooks Chapel
garden • Not my will,. United Methodist
but Thine Be -Done ); Church will have its Spr- The - ing Renewal Services
from Thursday through
Lord's Supper:
- The Cross: Saturday at 7:30 each
- Reflec- evening. .1tions on the Crucifixion:
•Speakers will be as
• ,•-Sunday - The follows: .
r Thursday - The
Resurrection.
Wayne Halley. Rev.,.Kendrick
- Dr. Walter
minister of music, will
direct the song s4rvice E. Mischke. Jr.;
with special music to be.
- The --ftev7--Don
Faulkner.
•
by the Revival Choir.
A church wide
The church pastor,
nfettravatnp-,-wIlt 1-251IOW the Rev.Dealt WW-ard,
the -Friday evening_ invites the public to
service. .
attend.

•

I

.11r.
rites planned dies Monday rites today
Services tor Milton C.
Elvin G___saut
rla
vi
n
irs
54_, th
_of
,
Wednes- Flint, Mich., died there
Outland
day- -at-2p m at- Elm last night. He is a native
Grove Baptist Church. of Galloway .County.
The Rey. Calvin Wilkins
He is survived by his
and (he Rev. C7C.' wife. Tamma, and four
Brasher-will Officiate, daughters of Michigan.
Burial wilt follow in
Local
m • Et-.e- o•v e- - dude his mOther. Mrs.'
dt•
-- - Gladys Gartand, Tout
Cemetery.
Friends may call at sisters, Mrs. Shirley
the ,J,H. Churchill Vaughn, Mrs. Betty
.
Funeral Home •
Hargrove, Mrs:
. Elizabeth Wiggins and
Mr.-Outland, 71. Rt. 3. '
died Sunday at his .Mrs. Hilda Jones. -7
-home.
His father, Elbert
He- is survived by-his Garland, preceded him
wife. Mrs 'Estelle Vin- in death.
son Outland. -one- soil,
Funeral services will
Billy Dale Outland; one be conducted in Flint.
sister. Mrs. Euple Mich.. with the Brown
Cavitt: two grand- Funeral Home, Flint. in
-daughters. one--great- charge of•the
--grandson.
arrangements

must reteive accolades
for its excellent performance. The strings
were well In tune and
the winds outstanding,
and only occasionally
did the group "covers'
the solo singers so that
they 'Could not be heard
clearly, '
.
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Bayles
Communion from 7 to 8
p.m.
Friday at 7 p.m.
Wilbur Sayles, music
evangelist, will be guest
speaker. He plays the
Cordovax -and gives his
Chritian witness.
Easter sunrise serviceewili be Sunday at 6
p.m. at 'Young's cabin
on Kentucky Lake
followed by 11 a.m. se?vices at- the Good'
Shepherd Church.
Sayles is from Augeb,
Minn. The Rev. Tom
§mall, cinfrch minister,
Invites the public to
attend.
1
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Kentucky News In Brief
KNOXVILLE: Xenn.. lAP - Two lawyers,_
victory.
have been _appOinle_d_to. represent Darrell Devon
,
:McMillan. a Knoxville man accused of killing a
' LOUNV_ILLE, Ky. AP.) - The wife of a
Fort
13--year-old cheerleader and honor-roll student
Knox soldier has been sentenced to 20 years in
from Kentucky.
prison for the February. 1983, fatal shooting of
McMillan was arrested Sunday and charged
her husband in their Louisville home.
•
with murder in the death of Reta Michelle
Deborah Pruitt, 26, was lianvicted last month
Melton of Corbin-, Ky.
of_having helped George Peterson 36, murder
After Monday's hearing, McMillan was
her husband, Staff Sgt. Bradley Pruitt, while he
ordered held on $250,000 bond in the Knoxville
was asleep.
jail, pending a preliMinary hearing today in
Mrs. Pruitt stood trial alone Monday because
general sessions court.
Peterson is in Lebanon, Pa., fighting extradition
Miss Melton died Thursday afternoOn of multito Kentucky.
ple stab wounds in her neck, chest, abdomen,
County police arrested the two after rejecting
legs and arms, Knoxville police said.
-Mrs. Pruitt's story that intruders had forced
The eighth grader had been spending her sprtheir way into the suburban home and shot her
ing break from Corbin Middle School with her
husband four times and assaulted her.
sister, Sandra Walker. She had been sunbathing
Jefferson Circuit Judge William McAnulty Jr.
and baking brownies at her sister's apartment
followed the jury's recommendation in handing
while her sister was away for the afternoon on a
down the sentence,the minimum punishment for
•
job interview: police said.
murder.
McMillan lived in an apartment 25 feet from
the one Miss Melton was killed in, Knoxville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
V.S. Sen. Walter
police Detective Don Wiser said.
"Dee" Huddleston has launched two television
commercials .in his Democratic primary-'=race
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API
GOV. Martha
against former Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. that
Layne Collins has met with a delegation of state
stress his 12-year experience in the Senate.
employees who are unhappy about the smaller
Each ends with the line "Dee Huddleston
expay raises they received from the. General
Assembly.
ShittPy('lark, president ofthe Kentucky-Coalition of State Employee Organizationsasa1d afterthe meeting Monday that MM.' Collins offered
-help in drawing up a-legislative package or the
1086 General Assembly
"The governor wants to work with us the next
four years. We want to work with her," Mrs.
- —
In the meantime, legislators can expect to
hear from -state-employees all over the state,she said.
•
Slate employees were given a 2 percent pay
raise for the-coming fiscal year and-.a 3-nercent_.
raise forthe_year after that They-normally-get-0percent each year.
'
"We -didn't really ask (Mrs,: Collins) to do
anything," said John Carr, a Transportation
Cabinet engineer. "We asked her to explain her
ideas and what she was thinking about.
"She was disappointed with the fact that the
Legislature didn't give state employees a 5 percent increment. However,she made no promises
that she could return the.5 percent increment at
any time in the near future."

perience Kentucky depends on."
The TV ads, which don't-mention Brown,come
in the wake of-several Huddleston radio ads that
question Brown's candidacy and the former
govenor's enthusiasm for serving in the Senate.
Gary Auxier. Huddleston's press secretary,
would not comment on Where an how often the
spots
- will run. The ads began, showing this
weekend.
Six Brown television commercials went on the
air last week. Two criticize Huddleston and the
other four brag
Brown's record as governor.
Ky._(AP)
The body of_a London man missing since a canoe accident over the
weekend has been found in the Rockcastle River
by rescue workers..
Searchers from the Pulaski County Rescue
Squad, the National Forest-SerVteeIttlitt the State
Water Patrol recovered the body of-Terry Reed.
25, Monday night In Pulaski County.
Reed and a friend were canoeing in a
dangerous part of the river known as Crooked
Shoals on Sunday when the canoe overturned
about-two-miles downstream ofthe Kentucky 80
bridge.
The friend managed to make it to shore uninjured and went for help, said state police.
CYNTHIANA, Ky._jAP)
F.n oar-sandy hasbeen_removed from The shelves of a Cvnthiana

Spring

wr

PUBLIC NOTICES
au -Ai ISF THE PEOPLE FAUST
KNOW

(Editor's Moto: Pablit Notice advertising pirfs a amigos
role both in Amorkan Watery sad in the procou by
which this emery's democracy Is preserved. Its see

ENTIRE
STOCK

*SUITS
*SPORT COATS
*DRESS SLACKS,
Prices Good Until Easter

•

THE ACES®
"I think sve consider too
much the good luck of the
early bird, and not enough
the bad luck of the FaTly
worm "
Franklin D
Roosevelt

West's accurate opening
lead was a bit of bad luck
for South but good luck was
also there - provided, of
course, that South could find
where his good luck was.
South wins' his club ace
and sees a club loser as well
as the diamond ace. Is it
time to give up and blame
the laws of chance or is
there a way to land the
- slam?
Drawing trumps and lead-.
ing diamonds will not work'.
UnlessWest_startesi
seven clubs and East with
the diamond ace, the
defendeis will take their
obvious two winners.
The legitimate chance is
to draw only two trumps
and then run four rounds of
spades. Luckily, East must
follow to all four spades
while dummy's last two
clubs are 'discarded. South
now ruffs his club loser in
dummy and leads a
diamond. This line of play
holds the defenders to only
one trick, and declarer
lands his touchy slam.
True, the odds are against
one player holding four
spades and the last trump.
However, a declarer facing
a sure set is willing to settle
NORTH
4-17-A
•A 10
•K Q 10
•K Q 1097
4973
WEST
EAST
•8 7 5
•6 4 3 2
•62
•5 4 3
•A 6 4
•8 3 2
•K Q 10 8 5 •J 4 2
SOUTH
•KQJ9
•A J 9 8 7
•J 5
•A 6
Vulnerable: Both.
North. The bidding:
•
North East South
it
Pass
Pass 24
2,
OP
Pass 4 NT
5*
Pass 6,

Dealer
West
Pass
Pass
Pass
An

pass
Opening lead Club king

ALL LONG &
SHORT SLEEVE

DRESS
SHIRTS

BOBBY WOLFF

Bid with The Aces
South holds

ON
SALE

4-17-8

4875
•62
•A 6 4
466 Q1085
North

Until Easter

LOOKOFSKY

South

I.

MEN'S WEAR,INC.

ANSWER:Two clubs A hefty hand for a single raise.
However, when you are
raising clubs, it can't hurt to
have a little extra

"Dipaulabh Sian 1912"
DOWNTOWN MAYFIELD ON THE SQUARE

owilis111111mallg:)

FOOD
that will get all you bunnies hopping
Gibson Whole

Country
Hams
Halves or Slices
14 Pound Box of 100% Pure

Ground Beef

Quarter Pound Potties

$1946

Field's

Wieners

Choice Sides of Beef
225 To 300 Lb.
• Cut, Wrapped & Frozen

$1 3

LB.

Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO.

We Accept
Food Stamps
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Mal-ket In MurraV'
•

Phone 753-1601
107 N. 3rd St.

promise that peeple mast be Wormed if they are to
govern themselves competently. Public Retie...advertising first come-into bele, whi tbelifize
rtss: 1792.
That body, recognizing Its respons
to the Imelda,
required the Postmaster Goners! N
for bids
for thi construction of 114W pest offices. From that hesespisioes begioming to the complex pabileatio. requirements in federaL state end local kin today,
governmeit officials hen come mere sod mere to
understand, their obligation to infers the public
through Public Notice advertising. Newspapers ever the
years hove been the vehicle
whkh these obligation
have been folholleii. They will centimes to he as keg es
the pablic demands that it be informed frogmen* sad
by the best means possible.)

Spring, Summer
and All Season

ON SALE AT PRICES
YOU CAN AFFORD

7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.

for any chance, even if the
odds are long.

CYNTHIANA, Ky.(AP)- The state Natural
Resources Department siiyia. former hazardous
dumpsite in Harrison County no longer poses an
environmental hazard.
The dump site seven miles north of Cynthiana
was cleaned up last spring after the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency found traces of
polychlorinated blphenyls, a suspected cancercausing agent.
The State has conducted three follow-up tests
of the dump site and of neighboring fields and
streams and has found no dangerous materials
present, according to a press release from the
Cabinet.
. Five families living near the dump have charged that toxic chemicals from the dump have affected their health and killed their livestock.
The environmental test results have been_sent_ _
to those-raittilleS; said Alex Barber- director _at_
the state division of waste management.

LEGAL NOTICE

SALE

LEXINGTON, Ky. (APT- A Fayette Ctrcuit
Court jury has found Urban County Councilman
Edgar Wallace guilty of two drug-related misdeIntanors-but innocent of aielony charge of trafficking in cocaine.
•
The jury deliberated more -.than nine hours
before returning the verdicts -Monday night,
returning to the courtroom once to here tapes used as prosecution evidence.
Wallace was found guilty of trafficking in
marijuana and a simulateifitintaRce.
Jud_ge.,James E. Keller ordered Wallace held-in The Pk
tette aiunly Jail pending a bond hearing today.
,
- Na sentencing-date-rya-xi/Wit get.
Itoerliks'IOFtiath sides, Ciffed the outcome.a'

grocery/Merl), yntIng-giTtlaund a still/RM./ pip in
Chotoliite Easter egg,jsiticl city police.
Sgt. Bruce Hampton said all stores were asked
to inspect their candy Monday after the incident:
The gjr1, who found the pin after, biting into it,
was not injured Hampton said.
.
Cynthiana's radio station issued a warning
about the candy and the Harrison County school
system agreed to instruct students to examine
the candy before eating it, Hampton said.

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

Humphreys, Ann, 2093, 211 N. 13th
67.67
Humphreys, Anna, 2094. 9-9-13.... .. . , _149-.28
Humphreys, Anna F., 2095. 406 N. 5th
117.91
Humphreys, -Leslie, 2101, N. 16th
260.88
Humphreys, Leslie R., 2102,1109 Vine
192.87
• Humphreys, Leslie R.. 2103. 503 Pine
100.90
Humphreys I 0wIls.R., 2105, 4 5 22
168.14Hutson, 0. H.; 2146, Keenland
314.96
--Jetfrey;--Jantes-,--2211;
,.„, .
156.54
Jones, Lawrence D., 2321,- Bagwell
253.14
Kemp, Charles, 2394, 1600 Ryan Ave
110.17
King, Jerry D., 2443, 209 E. Pine •
79.27
Landoit, Inc., 2536, Poplar St
962.00
Landrum,• Gloria & Clovis
& C. Willis, 2538. Pooltown
17.45
Lane, Linda A., 2541, 1507 Clayshire
_ 253.14
Lee, Billy Joe, 260,2, TR 1-8-10...
1346
...
5...2135
60.
Lee. Fred, 2605, TR 1-8-10
Paul G., 2640, Old US 641
Lough, Robert S.. 2661, 1620 Miller.
218.37
Lowe, Delia, 2681, Coach Estates.. '
19.92
• Manner,Emmanuel, 2724, 301 N. 8td
125.63
Massey, Sherill, 2746, Fox Meadows
_16.50
Mathis, Glen, 2754, Fox Meadows
17.78
Mathis, Wayne, 2757, 8-2-6
86.99
McDaniel,.I.Uble'D.,"2847; Conti .kiia
- re 164:26
McDonald. Phillip L.. 2852, 1628 Farmer.249.25,
McPherson, Marion E., 2920, 9-31-10,
Bolen St
40.64
Mercer, Chkiles W., 2940. 1002 Mani
• 141.10
Merrell, George H., 2942, 1504 Henry
• 263.18.
Michaux. William M..- 2947, 11p2 Mulberry10.44
Morton; Harold M., Jr.. 3102..
• Hwy. 641 41-74
_
63 85
Morton, Lexie, 3104. Gar-den Addition
74
87;6
3 18
4
-Murray Alumn Corp. of Sigma
Phi Epsilson, 3129, '1402. Main
Nelson, William D., 3222. Effie Morris
Plat
147.27
Newberry, John C., 3226, 101 N. 17th
210.64
Newberry, Steve, 3227. Fox Meadows
-18.20
Oateman, G.D., 3270, Riviera Courts
.. 7.97
Parham, John. 3377, Pooltown
52.23
Payne, Eusheki, 3503, 409 N. 2nd
42.95
Pea, Ronnie L., 3500, 1027 Miller
142.63
Peery, Sandra J., 3519, Plainview Acres 233.81 .
--Perry, Willie. 3538. Fox Meadows
33.57
Perry, Willie, 3539, 407 N. 2nd
71.54
Perry, Willie E., 3541. 408 1st St
59.96
Phares, Mike, 3544, Fox Meadows
18.20
Poe. Joseph D.. Jr., .3579, Ash St
5 87
Pritchett. Sheila, 3606, Fox Meadows
17.37
Ramsey, Richard A., 3654, Roberts Ind. 51.14
Richardson, Charles D.. 3734, 41F-2-8
52.12
Riviera Courts. 3764. Trailers
Roberts. Hugh, 3800, Wadesboro Rd.
9r1.
.8
78
7
Robinson, J.D., 3819, Riviera Courts
16.07
Rogers, Glen, 3835, Keenland
253.14
Rowland. Randy L. & Esta
Torian, 3920, S. 12th 295.64
•Rutledge.. Anthony MOS: 405-11:7-1i11- „,_ -14,2,00 _

. LEGAL-NOTICE
1983 UNPAID CITY OF
.
- MURRAt PROPERTY TAXES
Listed below-are individuals, firms and corporaHans whiCii have failed to pay 1983 City of Murray Property Taxes:the amount set opposite the
taxpayers name is the amount of delinquent taxes
and includes penalty, interest and publication
cost. Unpaid property taxes will become a lien
upon the described properties.
Jo Crass,
City Clerk
Name, Bill No., Location
Amount
Adams; Keith,- 27, Coach Estates__
13.93
Allen, Kenneth, 75, 506 Pine
17.45
Allen, Terry, 77, Riviera Courts •
18.63
Amos, Susan Nance. 84. Riviera Courts
7.96
Bailey, Mak,-158. -Fog.M-eadows
27.60
Bear; Bobby. 239, Fox Meadows
16.50
Beaugard, Georgia. 243, Spruce Street
5'87
Bizzell, Larue, 308, Whitnell Ave.. •
140.32
Blanton, Virginia & Luke. 336,
Spruce St
90.87
Bolen, Lee, 358, 4th ,& Chestnut
166.21
Barge, Judy C., 386. Valentine Ave.
206.77
Boyd & Majors, 400, 103 No. 12th.
144.94
• Boyd & Majors, 401, No. 12th
202.91
Boyle, Marvin or Verta, 424, 2-2-11
21.33
Braybojr, Richard, 425, Fox Meadows
16.93
Brigham, Jay Lynn. 488. Dawn Hts
329.63
Bukler, Lloyd. 544, Plainview.
195./8
Catlett'George
686_11126-11A .
Catlett. Yvonne. -687.- 10-26-14
32,90
Cavitt, Gloria. 691_ 205_Spruc.e
Rutledge, Havana, 3947, 503 N. 2nd:,
5.87
102.44
Cavitt, Teresa, 693, 100 Spruce St
Rutledge. Pete. 3949. 312 S. 9th
222.27141.10
Lnester, Bobby. 713,I r. 1-8-1U
WK Company. Inc., 6970.
T
• Clark, Lynn W.. 751, 907 Vine
Improve.. Only
206.77
208.32..
Clark, Pamela. 754. 1505 Clayshire
Scott; Delius. 4018, :Riviera Courts
264.71
16.50
Coats, Terra, 771. 9-27-4 1st St
Scott, Donald G., 4019, 217 S. 15th
266.66
9 72
Cochrum, Marlin, 783. Fox Meadows
Scott, Donald G., 4020. 215 S. 13th
202.88'
16.07
Conkright, Jerry.M., 854,
Scott. Shirley A.. 4036, 1320 Sycamore.. 114.05
Sigma PLHausing Corp., 4132. 1614 Olive 411.54
1719 Magnolia._ _ .........
:384.49
Cunniiigharn, Al, 953, Fog-IVieadows
Singleton, J.. 4151, Pine St
7 40
16.50
Smith. Harold 11.. 4180, Plainview
Cunningham: Larry, 964, Fox Meadows. 17.78
257.00
Cunningham, Maxine. 967.
Sparks:Maggie M., 4251. 4011 1st
6 63.
Spencer, Jesse, 4256, 11-12-11
1105 Sycamore
218.37
187.44
Stalls, Herman Euin,427(li
D-Al-Les, Inc.. 990. TR 9, Traitors
44.66
Plainview Acres:.
Darnell. desse;_ 1008. Riviera Courts
...
272.45
18.20
Steffy, David. 4305, Fox Meadows
Dibble, Ralph, 1044. 1400 Sycamore
17.37
48.36
Dublin, Rebecca, 1140, S. 12th, 7-2-19
Swain, Larry D., 4_381, 417 S. 91.11
Af7.44
207:54
Talebi. Tom, 4415, Coach Estates
Elkini, Dale, 1209, Riviera Courts
15.65
Fain, Jimmy, 1261. 1-1-10 18th St
Tefft. Donald H.. 4450. Plainview -24c..
264.71
140
14..05
39
Thomas, Donnie, 4461. Riviera Courts
Fain. Jimmy. 1282, 1903 Gatesboro
198.25
17.37
Thomas,'Jerry,.4463, TR. 1-8-10
Fain. Jimmy M., 1284, 7-12-18. 19
19.77
Thomas. Kenneth W.. 4464,
Sycamore
658.83
Fain, Jimmy M., 1285, 423 S. 9th
900 Stratford
94.73
151.32
Farr, Teresa J.. 1314. Plainview Acres .229.95
Thorn, Jeff, 4491. Riviera Courts
10.52
Foster. Drake & Ann. 1429, 204 Pine
Thorpe, Bobby L., 4496, 9-19-3, 4
63.00
97.44'
Foster. Willie Lee, 1433. 411 N. 2nd
Thurman, Betty J.. 4499, 1315 Kirkwood 272.45
79.27
Fuson, Sam C.. 1473. 905 N. 18th
Tidwell, Sheila. 4528,'Fox Meadows
195.15
21.19
Townsend, Ray, 455/, 802 Sharp
Gammons. L.D., 1512, 9•30-1A
179.73
587
Vaughn, Jerry. 4645, Broad St
Gardner, Ronald J. 1515, 51-60
86.99
94.73
Voorkes. Jerry G., 4666, Peggy Ann
Gilbert. Vernon & Martha, 1586,
341.22
R. H.. St..
Waddell, Paul R.. 4669. 805 Sycamore
334.27
Walker. Billy D.. 4694-, 41E-3_
9-29-2
13.60
N. Hills
Goad, Steven, 1607,./N. Main, 2-9-1A
183.59
Graves, Linda J., 1637. N. 1st & C. St
Walker. Robert; 4710..Fox Meadows
7 13
13.60
Walls. Raymell, 4733. Old OontordRd
Gr•esham; John & Wanda Jenkins, 1660,
fi 72
Walls. Walter. 4735. Bishop View
-418'S. 8th110.17
124.88
Wens, BillY, 4816. 41-178A
Grogan,- Cindy. 1673, Fox Meadows...: 25.02
112.78
Wells. Billy T., 4819, No.,i6th Ext.
Harding. Bert.- 1761, N. 2nd
49.34
•
8 17
Whited. Richard, 4882, Riviera Courts
Hargrove, Linda, 1770, Riviera Courts .(13.52
.
22.47
Hayden.'Garr 1843, Fox MeatkiNs•.--A-17181.57
--4'"W41
111
9
1
-4
mLs4
vierte
.e
1153
1-layden. Wilma J.', 1844. 513 Beale St
.
Drni
anc
ne
16.07
'
y.449°3'
915.4R
144.94
Williams. Frances, 4919. Riviera Courts...16.50
Hensler, Al, 1893. Riviera Courts .
• 9 67
Wilson. "William L., 4982, Northwood
Hensler, Al, 1894, Riviera Courts
- 87..32
14.79
Wilson, William L., 4983. Northwood
Hensler, Mary & Al, 1895. TR. 1-8411:•. 7. • 13.60
151.32
Wilson, William L., 4984, NorthwOad
Illornbuckle.. Charlie, 2010, 215 N. 2nd
87.32
40.64
WNBS-WAAW, 5009, N. 4th Extd,
..bloward. Robert, 2047, 1712 Ryan AVre... !206.77
155.69
Watford, Louise, 5010,
Hubbard, Louise. 2055. 105-Pine St
38.83
Pleasant Hill Add
Hubbard, Louise, 2056, 1st St., 9-27-3
5.10"
8.17
_
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-r Nicaraguan mining issues wasn"t a secret rahSSIFIEQ ADVERTISEMENTS
Noti ce
WASHINGTON
Ai' i discussed 11 times with
- Responding to lawmakers or their
charges it kept congres- aides.
sional oversight tom In its third public
in the- .dark - statement- _in _a -weak
about* the , Mining ot -about the ccintroversy.
Nicaraguan harbors. the normally reticent
•Jilc CIA said Monday CIA. said, "There has
night the mission was been no reluctance to

share information with"
the House and Senate intelligence CoMmittees.
•'Since the first of this
_year...the_subject:of mining of Nicaraguan ports
has been discussed with
either members or stafferi _of the committees
and other members of
the Congress 11 times."
the CIA said in a statement issued by
spokeswoman Pat Volz.
But the statement did
not specify what details
were provided the committees during tho`se
Answer Ho Previous Puzzle
briefings or when they
MO! ST
LA GO
occurred.
Committee
CCOUC COCCU
members claim they
6 CCM
000
OU MUM CM
were given only cursory
CCO OCCLIC Ii
information about the
QOM UCUCCUC
_ CIA-directed mining
6CLIC CCM
and, in many cases, well
MCC= CUM
C MUM BCC
after it had started.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Cry
5 Halt
9 Simian
12 Pitcher
13 Decant
14 Body of
water
15 Strike out
17 Symbol for
tantalum
18ExiW
19 Equal
21 Apportioned
23 Bogged
down - , 27 Coroner

Sheep
3 lamprey
4 Make
ready
5 Hurry
6 As far as
7 Away
8 English
baby
- carnage
9 Lessens
JO Peel
11 Watched
CU COCCIC UM A
closely
CCU
MCC C
16 Fragile
COMIC UOCCO
20 Gives up
CC CC UOCIC
Pest
, 22 Printers
abbr
• 28 Listened to
measure
37 Flying ant
49 Narrate
• 29 Petition
23 Lean-10
4c) Annually
50 Wet
'31 Weight of
24 Rip
43 Rattan
54 Capuchin
' India
25 Sun god
, eleven-monkey
34 Babylonian 26 Owing
45 Chinese
56 Canine
„
deity
.
30 Fleciard
distance
57 Music as
, 35 Weirdest
32 Verve
measure
written s
• 38 Note of scale 33 Tolled
47 Babylonian 58 Spread for
39 And
36 Ethiopian
hero
drying
41 Tattered
title-48 \onset
61 Exists
cloth
7
10 11
42 Man of Dallas ' 2 3 4
44 Spanish
12
article
. 15
46 Scoffing
17
48 Sedate
19
21
51 Stalk
52 Pronoun
21
53 Equally
31 32 33!
29
1 28
55 Among
• 59 Sick
3a
60- Prtnerps+-• 62 Carry
2
'63 Work at
4.
•
one's trade
, 64 Leaning
51
. Tower city
52
53
.65 Mild
expletive
so
SO

Ms. Volz said CIA
Director William J.
Casey "beitevett the
record will reflect that
he and his staff have
kept" a pledge he made
in 1981 to provide
necessary information
to the intelligence
panels.
• Ms. Volz said Casey or.
his deputy briefed the
congressional committees about Central
America 30 times since
December 1981 and CIA
officials have reported
on Central America to
the committees or committee staffs 22 ;times
since last September.
Ac'cording to
members of the two
committees, the House
panel was first informed
of the CIA's role in the

mining on Jan. 31.
several day after it had
started, but one source
said that information
came at the end of a
briefing and only after a
specific question about
it.
The Senate committee
was notified March 8 by
means of a brief men;
tion in a lengthy statement, of which _few if
any senators notice.
In an interview Monday, Sen. Patrick J.
Leahy, D-Vt.; a Senate
Intelligence -Committee.
member, said he received a full briefing from
the CIA about the
agency-backed mining
of Nicaraguan waters
only because he "went
and dragged it out of
them."

1565758

DOWN
- iMarry
2 Female

65

Happy
29th
Birthday
Tim Recker
Love,
Bonnie

1984 TRACTOR. International Moline, front
end loader, power
steering, back hoe set
up. 4/39-2775.
000 FORD Tractor with

formation cost,
Alaska Addresses, P.O.
Box 7, Clinton, Ky.

42031.
WANTED: E x perienced Scanner
Operator familiar with
operation and maintenance of DS701 Scanner. Also Dot Etcher
capable of using both
wet and dry etching.
techniques. Must have
minimum of 3 years
experience. Call 801-972-

WE BUY
USED CARS
See
Max Morris
at

5954.

Food Sales
Representative

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

We have an opening for an aggressive
male or female as a
sales representative
for a fast growing
food distributing
company in the Murray area. Full fringe

NIOTHER'S 1111
Sig:A:111,S
THE %SI HE
11111
OE
(;II-'TS
Sfnith..idt. Manor
Greeting Cards
Local4
l'otter
2041.',, off eanille.
and
753-6;98

20. Sports Equipment

WANT yards to mow,
reliable. Call 753-9408.
WILL do baliysitting in
my home. Call 759-1683.

ALUM. cans, 100 lbs. or
more, .24 cents: We pick
up. Ed Sanitation and
Recycling Center, 4362658.
SINGLE or double axle
utility trailer. 753-9400. .
WANTED to buy. White
Oak timber. Call 753-0338.-

plants. Open 9-5.
Mon.-Sat. 753-3619, 901
North Johnny
Robertson Rd.
4-

15. Articles • tor Sale

Train To Drive
TRACTORS TRAILERS
Call the leader
MTA SCHOOL

IA GOING TO SPEND I DON'T EVEN CARE
MY WHOLE ALLOWANCE
THIS WEEK
LONG AS If
BUYING!

-

ISN'T 11-1AT
NOT
KIND OF
REALLY:.
WASTING
YOUR MONEY?

04

04

•

4:41a

...I LIKE TO WINK,
OF IT AS
DEFICIT SAVING

f

YOU NIEED A
HAIRCUT,
ZERO

BACK HOME
WE JUST PUT
A Sae& OVER
MY HEAD
ANI7 CUT
AWAY

I'M TIRED OF
SEEING THE SAME
OLP SCENERY.
PO YOU KNOW
WHAT I MEAN?

502-554-0733
or- 502-589-6123.

Surprise Someone
with an Easter
Cookie Gram.
753-0294

16. Home Furnishings
25"QUASAR Color '
Console T.V.. $8/week.
Rudolph Goodyear. 7530595.
BRASS bed, king size,
complete with firm
orthopedic mattress
set, never used, still in
carton. Cost $800. Must
sell. $350 cash.
Paducah, 898-7513.
QUEEN size waterbed,
like new, heater and all
accessories. Ben
Franklin stove. Call
759-4446 or 753-7293 after
4 m.
UST recliner and exercise bench. 753-6815.
UPRIGHT piano. 1 yr.
guarantee. 8375. 55
yards camel carpet,
new, $275. Solid Oak
porch swing. $50. Dresser with mirror. $15.
43?-4432.
YELLOW electric
Frigidaire stove, 4100.
753,
0074.

Jim Sutter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick

BARGAIN BATTERIES
$15 WExchange

10W, AND rr TIME
10
,
YOU GOT A NEW HAIRSTYLE!

MEN'S SUITS 0014,LOOK
ARE THIS
A BLOUSE
WAY f-----SALE
3 /
\\-9,VI

QUASAR Video Recorder with remote
control. $8 /week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595.
SANYO refrigerator,
intique radios, serving
machine electronic leak
detector. dollie, Simpson meter. R502 gas.
gauges. Phone 759-1322.
WEDDING gown, hat
and veil. Size 10. Eyelet
material. 759-9948.

WANTED single white
female companion, age
25 to 45. My height
5'11'' , weight 180,
dark brown hair. Call
527-1341. after 7p.m..
Extension 123.

3602‘13

THIS DRESS WILL GO.
PERFECTLY WITH MY
NEW
\‘

BLOUSE

22. Musical
APPLAUSE Acoustic
Guitar in new condition.
Phone 759-1750.
KIMBALL Organ,
Swinger 600 with entertainer unit, 8 or 11
piece .,brown_.yetour •
sectional couch iPit
Group), portable stereo
w•/ 8 ..-track
player/recorder,. twin
bedspread/curtain set,
pink "Katie" by Sears.
Call 753-3508 after 5p.m.

24. Miscellaneous
14. Want to Buy

SUNNY Acres Nursery
now has tomatoes.
peppers and bedding

HERE. DRAW
ME A MAP

seeds. $36.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
FOR Sale B model Allis
Chamblers tractor,
-plow, disc and cultivator, $1,350. Super A
International tractor,
plow, and cultivator.
$2,100. 1976 Chrysler
Newport, 4 door, 81,200.
1974 Toyota Corolla,
$1.200. Electric clothes
dryer, $35. Maple trees 5, 6 ft. tall $2.00 you dig
and plant or I dig and
plant $5.00. Guaranteed
1 yr. $10.
REAR Tine Tillers,
Briggs Statton engine, 3
forward speeds and
reverse. 5 h.p. $529.99, 8
h.p. $629.99. Front Tine
Tiller, 5 h.p. chain
drive, $279.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris,'N.
TRACTOR tires. New
and used. John Kough
Equipment. 382-2207.

TOPPER for long wheel
base truck, $125. 4892440.

CHILD Care, Certified
teacher. $25 a week. Call

Bunny shaped ice
, cream cakes.
$10.95
- 1890's Ice
- Cream Parlor

EARTHWAY Precision
Garden Seeder. Plants
28 different vegetable

package with many

753-3728.
\EM OFFICERS - Pictured are some of the new officers from the I984-85
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees. They are, front row, left to right: Joe
Kelso-director, Brad Belcher-president, Ken Asher-individual development
lice-president. Rack row, left to right: Danny Lamb-director, Mike Irvin secretary, Jamie MeMillen•trew,urer, and Eddie Jones-community
development vice-president.

plow, disk, cultivator
and tobacco setter:
436-5498.

benefits. Salary commensurate with experience. A degree in
marketing is preferred but not required.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040H, Murray.

9 Situation Wanted

753-3604

YOU'VE MOVEt7 WELL
1-1014) WILL I FIND MY WAY
TO YOUR NEW NEST?

NEED A Job? This is

compania Information
is based on 5 yrs.
personal experience
working. in Alask%.g-

PURCHASE Video
Production. Call for
free brochure. 502-2472840.

Feature Syndrcate Inc

-F

19. Farm Equipment

for real! I guarantee to
send you 60 addresses
and telephone numbers
of workIng Alaskan

U.S. 641 S. 753-26 1 7

413

6. Help Wanted

Call 753-3711

• CRYTS
USED OFFICE
FURNITURE

Read
the
Classified
Section For
Bargains
Everyday

Wood Or metal desks Executive or Secretarial
Chairs. Tables, files,
storage
cabinets.
bookcases, conference
tables, part cabinets and
much more
Used but nice!
1016 J•fferson St.
Paducah, Ky.
302-442-4302

36x80 WHITE Crossbuck
storm door, like new.
House front 'door, • 36x80.
Call 753-1873.
°
9x7 FOOT Garage. door,
Call 753-1854. Monday
thru Friday, SAM to •
4:30PM.
ARIENS Emperor Riding Mower. 30" cut,.
Looks and, runs like
new. Extra engine in
eluded. $500. Call 753
8374 after 5p.m.
CAMPER top for 1981
Datsun long bed truck,
slightly. damaged. Baby
crib, play pen, stroller,
excellent condition.
Four wicker and
chrome.
chairs..- Re'
storedantique. barber
chair. _Call 759 9757.
After 5p.m. 753-1.960.
rOR. Sale. Stock and
equipment for small
grocery store. Call 615
232-6270 after 5p.m.
JOHN DEERE riding
mower, model 56, 8 hp, 26
inch cut. $325. Call 7530368.
LAWN Mower battery,
12 volt, $24.99 exchange:
Hardware,
Paris.
MARINE Battery, 2/
series, 105 a/TIP). 149-99
exchange. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
MARTIN Houses. 6 rm.
$22.99, 12 rm. $33.99, 18
rm. $44.99, 24 rm. $59.99_
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
NEW and used. Air
Compressors. Dill Electric. Call 753-9104.
POLES, all sizes utility
poles. See at Water
Valley or phone 502 355
2665.
SATELLITE
SYSTEMS- .- -1.0 ft.
Fiberglass KLM5 Re
ceivers. $1,550 installed.
436-2835.
SMALL. retail Bait and
tackle store inventory
and equipment. Everything goes together. Call
436-2102.
SEASONED hickory,
oak, mixed hardwoods,
S.30/rick delivered.
Min. order-2 ricks. Call
John Boyer at 753-0338.
TRI-STATE 'Satellite
Sales. 11 ft. system
completely installed,
$1,785. We service what
we sell. 901-642-0295, 315
Tyson Ave., Paris,
Tenn.

GET INTO DECORATING
Become a
Decorating Den
consultant oi
franchise owner

1

800-428 1 366 TOLL FREE
C.117599725

5. Lost and Found
LOST ladies' birthstone
ring wax.,,two pink
stones and two diamonds. Lost between
Moose Lodge and West
Olive. Sentimental
value. 759-9907 after

CLEVER IMITATION5
ARE MADE
THESE
F3E51065”,

WAM8E-51 vVOULP
SIMPLE, EXCELLENCY.
NEVER PART WITH TWIG. IT WAS Given,' us, BY
I'M TOLD THEY GUARD
THE WAMBESi CROWN
ST NIGHT
PRINCE HoVf5ELF.°
1400, DO
AND DAY„

you

ANSWER

nor

4

BEAUTIFUL.,
LA
TREASUI F REAL

8p.m.
Ladies blue check book
wallet, please return
contents. Reward offered. Call 782-2500 or 7591339.
.
,
6. Help Wanted
CI-11
in our
home.- Daily-5 days a
week. Beginning. June
1i$-, Meet have own
transportation and references. Call 153-3493
after op-An.
FEDERAL. State and
Civil Service Jobs now
available in your area
Call 14819i-5604304 for
Info. 24 hrs.

[60 PIONEER' I
Can STEREO

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

beARt

boOW:H/#tfF.

•

50% OFF EVERYTHING
•STARKS HARDWARE
12th & Poplar

•

:71

Sarar...‘41.
•-

• .1

-

• -O.

-

,••••

•
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Business Services

25

30. Business Rentals

38. Pets -Supplies

43

Real

Parlor
All
breed dog grooming
753-2915. 9-4p.m. Peggy
Gardner.

Estate

46

Homes for Sale
50 Used Trucks
UNDER Construction, 11077
CHEVT--Van, V-8
new 3 BR, 2 bath home
automatic, new radials.
with 2 car garage on new
battery Best offer
Brookhaven Dr , west of 438-2906
Gatesborough Subd
1980r- SILN, ERADO and
Also nice lot in Cantertwo XL-125 Hondas Call
bury Subd Call 753-3903
435-4200
after 4p m

PEG'S

MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
7 years of experience
preparing individual,
business, partnership,
and corporate returns
Low rates & hundreds of
satisfied clients Now
preparing returns Day
or night call 759 1425
for appointment

26

TV -Radio

Mal
Warehouse
Storag• Spac•
For Rent
753-1492
31. Want to

SATELLITE TELEVISION
Installed, sales tax and
labor included 9 ft
spun dish $1549 1 2 ft
Mesh Star Dish $1995
WOOD TV
Fulton, Ky. 472 3704

Apts for

Public Sales

YARD SALE
Rent

MATURE young male
wants to rent a 2 BR
mobile home or home
within 5 miles from
Murray. Call 762-4169
ask for Roger
32

41

Rent

1 BR furnished apt in
quiet established, residential neighborhood.
No pets. $200 month.
Phone 753-1222. Bill
Kopperud.

7 a.m.-?
Wed. & Thurs.
Out 94 East
to 280, come to
East Elementary
School. Turn
left on Locust
Drive. Watch
for signs.

STROUT
REALTY
Lou Ann P11001753 8843
Wayno Wilson 753-6088
Joo L Kennon 438 6876
1912 Coldwater Rood
Murray. Kentucky 42071

1502) 753-0186

47.Motorcycles

Anytime
JOE L KENNON

1980 HONDA 650
Custom, like new with
extras Call 492-8493
after 6p.m
1982 110 HONDA 3 Wheeler, very good
condition. Call 492-8554
after 6p.m.
1983 650 NIGHTHAWK,
700 miles, $2,250. 4374963 after 3p m.

Broker
Licensed & Bonded

44. Lots for Sale
AURORA one to 10
acres wooded Kentucky
Lake area, from $3,995,
nothing down, from $39
month, for home.
mobile home, free information phone Mr.
Shell 1-800-521-4996.
LAITO for sale. 4 to 12
acres. 10 minutes from
lake. Call after 2p.m.
354-6137.
LARGE lake lots on Ky
Lake near Hamlin.
Property joins TVA.
Priced from $5,000. Ken
Shores Estates,
753-7531.

siseLidi
packages for Tiny
Tots
CARTER STUDIO
100 MAIN 71,3 8298
We have

PAINTING
Spring is nor. For
all your painting
needs call Ralph
Worley for early appointments.
All
work guaranteed.
Over 16 years eixp•ri•nce.
Sandblasting
also
available.

mama

759-1050
*559900

Short
Bad, S-Spened, Radial
48 Auto Services
Tires, Tint Glass,
1969 JEEP Command. Carpeting
, Side Vent
4x4, V6 engine, $150.
Windows, much more.
Both
front
and
rear
1 BR lake front apt. in
ends, $400. Top 175. 3' 2 yr. 2400 mile driv•,
Panorama Shores. Aptrain warranty, lowest
speed
transmission, $75.
pliance furnished.
priced new truck in
Seats,
$40.
1968
FORD
Lease deposit and reAmerica.
truck: new overhauled
27. Mobile Homes for Sale. ferences required. 436360 engine, $550 "InCarroll-Mazda
12x55 TWO bedroom 2484 after 5p.m.
806 Coldwater
stalled". 3 speed overtrailer in Fox Meadows. FOR Rent 2 BR apt
drive
transmissi
Road
on,
753-8850
$75.
Central heat and air, Call 753-3530 after 4p.m.
White spoke wheels,
Mon. thru Fri.
stove, refrigerator. FURNISHED or un$75. Radiator, $35. Rear
washer/dryer in- furnished apts. EfA
little
of
End, $60. Fenders, $40 •
cluded. $4,500. 753-0136.
ficiency, one or two
each. Grill, $30. Chrome 1981 VW Pickup, diesel
everyth
ing
45
from
Farms
for
Sale
bedroom
also
sleeping
12x65 WINCHESTER 2
bumpers, $40 each. 1967 50 MPG, excellent
trash to treasures. 50 ACRES bottom land CHEVY
BR, 11,s baths, a fine rooms. Zimmerman
truck: com- shape, with bed cover,
Apts.,
S. 16th. 753-6609.
quality built home.
Open 8 a.m.-5 with good tobacco barn plete body. $300. Rear p.b., AM-FM and more
Total utility bills this MICE 1 BR apt. near
.and 1 8/10 acres dark end, $ 4 0 . 1 9 7
p.m.
2 54,495. 759 9424 after
Jan. $110. Set up and downtown Murray. 753fired tobacco base, CHEVELLE: fenders. 6p.m
skirted in Riviera Cts 4109, 762.6650. 436-2844.
$25,000. 40 acres of A-1 $35 each, doors,
$35 1983 TOYOTA Pickup
Call 753-9445 nights. ONE BR furnished apt.
bottom farm land, $22, each, windshield, $35.
1x4, black package,
500. Located in the Bell Radiator, $35. Rear end,
762-6287 days Ask for 1604 Miller. Available
absolutely loaded,
Hubert Coles'
City area or total 90 $35. 4 SPEED Plymouth
Dan.
May 1st. 753-5898.
21,xxx miles, new truck
acres
for
$45,0001976 NEW MOON, mobile
,
,
Phone
transmiss
ion, $50. 1964 .. trade in. Hatcher Auto
Antiques
382-2868.
home, 14x65. semi - 34. Houses for
CHEVY truck %, $500. Sales. 753-4961.
This week . we have
Rent
535
furnished, central air and
ACRES
Northwes
1967
t
INTERNA
TIONAL
for
sale
1949
of Kirksey on Calloway- 4x4: front and rear GOOD used 1964 Chevy
heat. 12x30 add on room WANT to buy 2 BR
Studebaker Champion
Marshall County line. 32 ends, $400. 350 and 400 Pickup truck, motor in
and carport. Call house in or close to
car. Cherry bookcase
Murray. Send reSponse
acres fescue 325 'lenda- TURBOr_ transmissions__ excellent condition - East
1-901-232-8547.
secretary.
.
We carry din
1
o..
-BPX-1-04
0
H
ble balance .111- • timber. for • most --OM • cars, 1173. 2436-2600.
,
1980 -12x60 Mobile home,net bell parts Also lamp
Call 489-2597 or 489-2704.
1 owner with a front Murray.
installed. WANT to buy 5 1 . Campers
parts and hard to find
kitchen, 2 BR, central 1-101.7SF. for rent. In,
heavy duty. winch. ALL
46 Homes tor Sale
items
parts guaranteed. Can 1966 DODGE truck D500
heat, 200 amp. service Hardin 759-1417.
Try
Us'
pole. Extra nice. Call NICE 2 BR brick,
4 BR, 2 bath, brick, - install all parts. Phone Heavy Duty 3T., $850
Hubert Coles'
range, refrigerator,
753-5884.
shade and big yard. 753-6802, 9.9, Ask for Will trade for good farm
tractor 753-4356 or 435Antiques
Economical but nice, Floyd.
1980 12x60 2 BR. all garden, 8, miles S.E. of
U S 641 South of
electric, furnished, new Murray. Marrieds only.
$45,000. 1013 Payne. GOOD Reconditioned 4545.
Murray Ky 492 8714
Auto Batteries, 1978' TRAVEL Trailer.
queen size waterbed, in References. Deposit.
753-5750.
excellent condition. Call 492-8544 after 6p.m.
ASSUMABLE VA loan. guaranteed! $15 ex- 20 Ft used 2 summers
$5,300. Call 489-2807.
change. Call 753-3711.
437-4370 before 3p.m.
Fixed 111
/
4 percent in21 FT. Mini Mt. Home,
terest. 7 room brick.
1983 BUCCANEER 36 For Rent or Lease
APRIL
fully equipped. good
Fenced yard. Call ow14x70 3 BR, 2 Baths.
3 STALL Body Shop for
condition, Dodge ChaFLEA MARKET
49
ner, 753-7217.
Must sell 759-1159.
Used Cars
rent. Eddie Morgan.
sis. Phone 753-0114.
BASEME
1984 COUNTRY Manor,
NT
house.
4
1973
PINTO, good con300 pieces
759-4541.
rooms, fully carpeted. dition, $900. 753-7983
14x64, 2 BR, furnished,
ask 52 Boats•Motors
old furniture.
753-6166.
excellent condition. Can TAKE over grocery
for
David.
161
/
4 Ft, Starcraft boat
be seen at C-9 Coach with gas pumps. Must
Oak,
owner, 20 yr. old 1075 CHEVY Vega,
Walnut,
MOO,
Estates or call after be able to obtain, $4,000.
brick house. 31
/
4 miles runs good, some rust. Call with trailer. $200. ReMahogan
Desks,
y.
House
live
to
in
$200
per
mington 12 ga. auto.,
5p.m 753-3557.
southeast
on 436-2102.
month. Call after 2p.m.
Chairs, Tables, a 255 wideof byMurray
1 1 5 0 . 7 5 3 - 8 9 2 3 or
IsinCE well kept 12x60 2
150 deep 1976
CHEVR
354-6137.'
OLET
753-3800.
BR mobile home, a c.,
Halltrees, old tools. lot. Large' den and Monza, 2 Dr., 4
cylin- 16' HYDRA Sport Bass
kitchen with fireplace,
refrigerator and stove 37. Livestock-Supplies
KEEN'S
der, automatic, 58,xxx Boat,
1975, 150 Mercury
large living room. $34,
included. Also 2 pre-fab
6 miles South of 000. 753-8400 or 753-2215 miles, excellent condi- Depth Finder and trollconcrete steps. $4,200 or FOR Sale, Semental
tion.
Moving
reduced
ing motor. $3,600. After
best reasonable offer. Bull 492-8265 before
ask for James.
Mayfield Highway
for quick sale. Call 5p.m.
8p„Er_i
753-7419,
Call 759-4579.
BY owner, 3 BR, 11
/
4 762-2556.
45
South.
QUARTER Horse Gift'
.17 FT. Aluminum
bath, 1,800 sq. ft., den,
1977 CHEVROLET Canoe Car
ing, 5 years old, $600.
Carriers,
central h/a..wood.
Caprice Classic, 305 V-8, -$225. 753-2708.
43.Real Estate
•
stove; eat-in kitchen,
- 3 BEDROOM trailer for 498-8998.
automatic, velour InRITAEW
OOD Stables.
fenced backyard. R-39
1 9 8 2 JON Boa(
_rent. .Keniana $150 a
terior,
loaded,
65,xxx
Horses boarded. Stalls
insulation, quiet
`Aluminumcraft,- live
month. Call 436-5364.
miles. 753-9181 or 753.
or pasture space
neighborhood. For apwell. Evinrude 25 h.p.
8124.
available $20 per
30 Business Rentals
pointment call 759-1938'motor, trolling motor,
1977
CHEVR
OLET
month. 753-3010 after
after 5p.m.
depth finder, Moody
COMMERICAL buildCaprice Classic 4 dr. trailer.
6p.m.
FARMERS Home AdCall 436-2585
ing, 901 Coldwater
83,xxx miles, p.s., p.b.. after
5p.m.
ministration inventory
Road, Ideal location for
air. AM-FM, one owner,
properties. 2 homes, 3
27' HVNTER Sailboat, 5
doctors office or other
extra good, $1,800. Hatfarms. Financing to
years old. $22,500. 753type of business. For 38. Pets-Supplies
cher Auto Sales. 753qualified buyers.
3006.
more information, call ARC German Shepherd
4961.
Predetermined eligilibSAILBOAT for sale, 17
502-236-2158 nights. puppy. also guard dogs.
ity not required to buy. 1977 FIREBIRD For- ft. 0-Day Day Sailer,
Days 502-236-3158.
1-554-2153_
mula,
silver metallic,
Let Us show you these
excellent condition
properties. MURRAY- good condition. 759-9574 w/ trailer 1666 Ryan
CALLOWAY CO. or 492-8204 after 5p.m.
Ave.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
1978 BONNIEVILLE. 2
REALTY. 753-8146.
door,
Landau,
one
Gold
owner.
Services Offered
53.
Silver
FOR Full Time Real
Closed
Estate Service, Contact low milage. like new. Call APPLIANCE repair
Closed
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753.1873.
Yesterday 379.50
work all brands.
Yesterday
9.15
753-1222. We currently 1978 FORD Granada 2 Specialize in Tappen.
Opened
Opened
dr.,
red,
air,
p.s.,
p.b
have over 160 properties
Call 753-5341 or 354-6956.
Today
380.75
Today
small V-8, 56.iocx lies.
9.20
for sale.
Earl Lovett.
one
owner,
Up
clean.
1,25
Up
.05
Sale by owner 3
APPLIANCE SER$1,800.
Hatcher
Auto
Compliments of:
BR ranch home close to
VICE. Kenmore.
town, extra large lot, Sales. 753-4961.
Westinghouse,
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
garden area. 14x20 ft. 1978 MODEL Olds Re- Whirlpool. 21 years
JEWELERS -OLYMPIC PLAZA
deck. garage, central gehcy, new tires, excel- experience. Parts and
air, , equipted kitchen, lent condition. 753-5421 service. Bobby Hopper,
We buy Gold Silver & Diamonds
roR Real Service in $43,500. Call 753-9706.
after 5p.m.
Bob's Appliance SerHours: 10 8 Daily, 12 5 Sunday
Real Estate, Contact NEAR Murray, 2 BR 1979 BLACK and silver
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
KOPPERUD REALTY, modern year around Trans Am. automatic.
753-4872. 753-8886
711 Main. We work at home on approxima
t-top,
AM-FM
cassette.
tely
(home).
your convenience. 1% areas at Ky. Lake, cruise control. 46,xxx
BLOCK Building.
Phone 753 1222.
actual
miles.
753-6244
125 ft. long boat dock,
basements, garages.
RENTAL Investment much much more. $29. after 5p.m.
‘•••--foot4ng-7--4loors, drive.
Property. Must sell. 500. I Owner-Toby) will 1981 MUSTANG, AMways. Also brick work,
$24,000. Rental Income be on property April 16 FM cassette, sun roof. large
or small jobs. 24
$ 4 5 0 . 75,3-5842 or thru 20. 436-5548 or p.s., p.b. 753-3561 after years experienc
e. 753,4p.
m.
436-2411.
219-992-3738.
5476.
IBS 2 OLDS Cutlass BULL Dosing
Back
Supreme Sedan. p.s.. Hole and septic
tank
p.b., cassette, 33,xxx work. 354-8161
after
miles. 753-4186.
8p.m. or 354-8138 or
CARS $200, Tricks $100. 437-4533.
Now available in your FENCE sales
Season Passes for the Murrayat Sears
area. Call 1-619-569- now. Call Sears
753-2310
Calloway County Swimming Pool may
0241 24 hrs.
for free estimate for
be purchased prior to pool opening and
LOCAL 1977 Thunder- your needs.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
bird. extra clean. $2,500
save $15.00. 1803 College Farm Rd,

GARAGE
SALE

59. Services Offered

Services Offered

53

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL _Free
estimates. Days 753.
6973, nights 474-2276.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 ..for free
estimates.
JOE (Sonney ) McKinney Appliance Service.
All makes and models.
Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Appliances ) Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store
753-8505.
LAWN Mower and tiller
repair 3 miles south on
121. 753-5086.
- LAWN mowing and
maintenance, We are
looking for new residential, commercial
rental and cemetery
properties. Go with the
professionals. Excellent
references. Countryside
Nursery. 753-3188.

CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers
Licensed and Insured
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203
MALONE'S Remodelmg from ground to roof
top. Phone 492-8183,
Evenings 438-2107.
NEED mowing done
and done right? I will
mow cemeteries and
church yards in Murray
and Mayfield and in
between areas. I will
also mow yards in the
Farmington and Coldwater area. Please
call 345-2478. If no
answer,- kee
Time For Spring
Cleaning, Let Us Do
Your Windows At
Low Rates. Call For
Free Estimate After
5:00 p.m. 759-1989

TIMBERLAND

on 121 near
Tennessee
River

AUCTION
LAND AUC ION

Just On Hwy 381
Near The Fairbanks Community
Signs Posted'

80 ACRES NORE OR LESS
SELLING BY DEED AS ONE TRACT

Terms

151. Down Day 01 Sale' Balance Due wrhin 30 Days

JAMES R. CASH
1ae AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
1502) 623-8466 or

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siting. Custom trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.

Early Bird Spring Cleaning

the above in the

TLC Cleaning Service
Introducing Our,
REVOLUTIONARY NEW
CARPET DRY
CLEANING MACHINE
•Only One In This Section Of The Country
'At Least 50% Cleaner Than Old Method
'Carpet Dry in V. to % Hour
Call Today For Our Low-Low

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
So Low You Can Afford To KEEP Your
Carpets Clean And Prolong Their Life
759- •
We Clean With
759-

NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY .
(502)733-4042

TENDER LOVING CARE 1834

isch1) 623-63u

References

11.

Wort
It
Reasonable Prices
Cluaiit y

Igke

C

r4esessalreasa*-eni-**-0,

Free Column

61

RICK WEST
435-4125

753-9317 le

Omars

WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand. coal
Call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING

•
•

OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops painting

Jack Glover
753-1873

SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • OM% • Walnut • Cherry •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
g CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE 8. FURNITURE REFINISHING •
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Sy & See Our Display •
•

•
O 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
753-5940 a
•
•• •••••••••••••••••••

PUBLIC AUCTION
The City of Murray will offer for sale at Public Auction 8.928 acres of City owned property located on 641
North, on April 26, 1984, at 2:00 p.m. Dan Miller, Auc-

tioneer; Shitat-Waldrop Realtor; Pete WaldropBroker. A map designating right-of-ways and utility
easements is on file in the City Planner's Office, City
Hall Building, and may be inspected prior to sale. Successful bidder shall be required to make a downpayment of liYrf of total sale price at the time of sale.
with'balance due on delivery of deed in 30 days. The
City of Murray reserves the right to reject any and all
bids.. Announcements made on_the date ofThe sale shall
take precedence over matter contained in this
advertisement-.

Holmes Ellis. Mayor
PUBLIC ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday. April 2 1st, 10 00 a.m , 1984
Rain or Shine - Lunch Available
Paris. Tennessee

•

.111 .A1.41.1-41-

.

-
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tenc:ird

the .J..1 ,Ni.b1111
..
`g

1.'"t1-.1.1,en• t11.1 1:71.111,1 .11

•1

SALE

Minimum qualifications are:
AGE - Minimum 17 with parents consent; maximum 35 without prior military
service; with prior service 45.
PHYSICAL - In good health and pass a
physical exam - at no cost to you
APTITUDE - MUST TAKE TEST AND
PASS
EDUCATION'. Completed the 9th grade
(minimum three.credits)
3
•-'
If you think you have what it,takes, call
kola

56

FREE' Need to find
good home for our dog
ARC 7 year old long hair
female Dachshund
Please call 753-2445 for
more info.

753-5865

.;• •

MONEY, TRAINING
ADVANCEMENT, CAREER
You can have all

*FREE ESTIMATES*

ung & •Cabetry
m
and Bath Cabinets •Counter Tops
- •Furniture 8 Furniture Rehashing •MiIl
Work
..
Commercial and Residential

•Itesidiatial
Commercial.
*Free Estimates.

.,1.-nka

KENTUCKY ARMY
NATIONAL GUARD

GENTLY ROLLING SOUTH
GRAVES COUNTY, KENTUCKrilleria LAND

Trucks

1974 CHEN'ROLE0T
Pickup, 1969 Ford Van.
489-2399 after 6p.m
1 9 78 CHEVROLET
Pickup Sllverado. extra
clean Call 436-242'7

Saturday, April. 21, 1984
3:00 P.M. - Rain or Shine
Kerry Grubbs Farm-Lynnville, Ky.
Fenn is Located I Miles Southeast Ot Lynnvtlle Ky

Used

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716

World of Scocericl

7534487

753-9312

PRE-SEASON SALE

50

a

WALLPAPERIN

222 S. 12th St.

Pall
SalloY
Nylulli Tidwell

FOR

Family Passes - $60.00
Single Passes -$30.00
Passes may be purchased at the
Park office, 10th & Payne Sts., phone
753-7640.

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

-*Kitchen

Area Manufacturer
Has Openings
For Experienced
Tool and Die Makers.

Please submit resume and salary
requirements to:
P.O. Box 1040J
Murray, KY 42071.

PAINTING

7
11
67:10 Custom,
M&T
Paiitting
Wood Desigft
Contrafror[
Allyypes of Custom
to Woodworl

OWNER WANTS
OFFER

C.O. BONDURANT
REALTY
753-3460

Services Offered

NEED work on, your
trees' Toppingimpruning, *aping. c
plete
removal and more. Call
BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care
753-0338.
TREE Work, complete
removal topping or trimming, experienced, re
asonable rates. 753-0211.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt 2: Box
409A, Paducah. Ky
42001 or call 1-442-7026
WILL break and disk
gardens. 753-5463 or
753-0144.

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & TV's
Mirk Guaranteed
•

Tor

Price
Reduced
100 ACRES

53
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We Will Be
Closed All Day,
Tuesday To Remark
Every Item In Our Store

-

REMARKABEE REDUCTIONS!

SLEEPER SOFA! _

SENSATIONAL VALUE!

UNFINISHED BAR STOOLS!
Solid Oak BAR STOOLS

t

With Rush Seat. 24" or 30" Sizes.

Covers. Heavy Duty Sleeper Unft.
Solid Oak Frame. Reg. $399.95

9800

Complete King Size
WATERBED SYSTEM

h

4 Plush Velvet Chairs.
_
Reg. $549.95

•

BARGAINS GALORE!

•LIVING. ROOM!
Bryant Nylon Plaid
- SOFA & CHAIR

Including Fratyie, Deck, Pedestal,
Mattress, Liner, Heatevand Fill Kit.

Solid Oak Frame, Wood Trim

?.
1JX
Reg.'249.95

ROCKER RECLINER
OR WALLAWAY!

Reg. $599.9; $34
8
-"

Your Choice Of A Beautiful

ASTONISHING SAVINGS!

ROCKER RECLINER or
a WALLSAVER In A Choice Of Durable
Nylon Velvet Covers. Several Colors
To Choose From. •
Reg. $289.95

•

$1

•WATERBED!

AMAZING SELECTION!

•

Glass Top TABLE
with Chrome Base

REVOLUTIONARY SELECTION!

Reg. $29.95

1800

O DINETTE SET!

Full Size or Loveseat
SLEEPER Choice of Nylon Plaid

This Wed. Thru Sat. Our $600,000
— Inventory Will Be Marked Down As
Much As 50% Off.
—

MAGIC SAVINGS!

•
LANE CEDAR CHEST!
41•*.•

LANE LOVE CHEST

•-•....011r4w

In A Choice Of Finishes. Cedar
Lined. Choice Of Padded Top Or
Solid Top.
$1

.3

A

Reg. $279.95

BASSETT SOLID CHERRY
TABLES
Beautiful Queen Anne Style.
Choice of 3 Tables At One Low
Price. Oval Cocktail, Oval End,
.Drawer End.

SOFA AND LOVE SEAT

Kroehler Contemporary Haitian Cotton SOFA AND
LOVESEAT with Macrame
Throw Cushions. Loose Seat
and Back Cushions. Steel Col

IMPORTANT REDUCTIONS!

SEALY BEDDING!
All SEALY
POSTUREPEDIC BEDDING

698°°

R•g. $1149.95 $
Quoim Sleeper Also Available

With Solid Oak Trim On Arms. Steel Coil
Springs, Spring Edge Front. Durable and
Beautiful Cover.
Reg. $699.95
SOFA.

INSTOCK

Springs. Oak Frame -

Reg. $279.95

KROEHLER COUNTRY STRIPE
LIVING ROOM

MATCHING
LO.VESEAT

-

-

DINETTE
SETS!
RIO $ 349 96 W000
TABLE AND 4 ALL W000
I
CHAIRS, 42- TWIN *Rh
Form. Top

•

REG.- $249 95 TABLE
AND 4 CHAIRS Wood
Groin FOIMIC• Tog Tobio
$o$11, Chrome Ors dodos
of Colonl on Mobs

$

198°°
13

ROCKERS &
RECLINERS!

140C 952 99
min NI SO
0112 00
044 439 00

Glass Top
Table and
4 Chairs
Rattan and Brass Glass Top Table,
Genuine Rattan Table Base And Chair
Backs, Brass Chair Bases.

%dusky
Thru
Saturday

RIG $25995 CATNAP
PER HEATER.VIBRATOR 2
POSITION
RECLINER
ph*,
Choke of Vinyi

'1 7800

Tweed

LIVING ROOM
SUITES!
REG 959199 ANTRON
AND
SOFA
NYLON
CHAIR. CHA 1,..,. Wood
Trio

BASSETT
SOLID PINE
BEDROOM
SUITE

Includes Triple Dresser, Witch
Mirror, 5 Drawer Chest, Headboard
and Footboard.

Reg. $1,149.95

4

ODDS-N-EN DS)
GALORE!

SER.10 OAR
RIO $39
LODI:41111ACR CHAIRS
wit. Rook Sord

RIG
$19999 SOLID
GRASS HEADBOARD
Ouown end loin S.
Or*

DUNN FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
U.S.641 North
Mui ray

•

34800

I

28°°

_

iI

rE

19800

138°°

;
RS!
7800

)P1D

4800

VDS
E/

980o

